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Std. XI

 PHYSICS
Specimen Question Bank

Chapter Number 1 To 14
Type of questions  -

1) M.C.Q
2) V.S.A.
3) S.A.I.
4) S.A.II
5). L.A.
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MEASUREMENTS
CHAPTER —1                                M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

Q 1.  Which one of the following is NOT a unit in SI system ?

A ) Farad B ) Pascal  C) Poise D) Tesla

Q 2.  Length cannot be measured in terms of —

A) Fermi B ) Micron C) Bar D) Astronomical unit

Q 3.  If x = at + bt2, where x is distance travelled by the body in kilometre while t is
the time in second then the unit of b is -

A) km s2 B) km s C) km/s2 D) km/s

Q 4. Which one of the following units is correctly expressed ?

A ) Metre  B ) Newton C) newton D) Joule/s

Q 5. The unit 1 N/m is equivalent to -

A) 1 erg/cm B) 1erg / cm2 C) 1 J/m D)1 J/m2

Q 6. How many metre are there in a light year ?

 A) 8.5 x 1014m B) 9.8 x 1015m C) 9.46x 1015m D) 9.8 x 1014m

Q 7. Joule / cm3 can be a unit of -

A ) Impulse B) Force C) Pressure D) Momentum

Q 8. In a equation { P + a / V2 } ( V — b) = constant , where P is the pressure, V is the
volume , and a, b are constants , then unit of 'a' is —

A ) dyne cm5 B) dyne cm4  C) dyne cm-3 D) dyne cm-2
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Q .9 Error is committed by a student in removing the parallax is -
A) an instrumental error B ) a personal error
C ) systematic error D ) a random error

Q 10. Zero error is included in the category of —
A) an instrumental error B) a personal error
C ) systematic error D ) accidental error

Q 11. A force F is given by F = at + bt2, where t is the time. The dimensional formula
of 'a' and 'b' are

A) [ M1 L1 T-3 ] [ M1 L1 T-4] B ) [M2 L1 T2 ] [ M1 L1 T-2 ]
C) [ M1 L-1 T-2 ] [M1 L2 T-3] D ) [M-1  L1 T-4 ] [M1 L1 T-3]

Q 12. Solar constant (S) is defined as the amount of solar energy received per cm2

per minute. What is the dimensional formula for solar constant?
A ) [ M0 L0 T-2 ] B ) [ M1 Lo T-3 ] C ) [ M1 L1 T-2 ] D) [ M2 Lo T-2 ]

Q 13. According to Laplace’s formula, the velocity ( V) of sound in a gas is given
by V =  P / d) 1/2 , where P is the pressure ,d is the density of a gas. What is
the dimensional formula for γ ?

A ) [ M1 L1 T-1 ] B ) [ M-1 Lo T-1 ] C ) [ M-1 Lo T1 ] D) [ Mo Lo To ]
Q 14. Bernoulli’s equation is given by P + 1/2 d V2 + hdg = K , where P,d,V,h and g

have their usual meanings. The dimensional formula for K is same as that
of —

A ) thrust B ) pressure C) pressure gradient D) velocity gradient.
Q 15. The unit of solid angle is steradian , what is the dimensional formula of

steradian ?
A )  [ M1 L1 T-1 ]  B) [ M0 L0 T0 ] C) [ M-1 L2 T1 ] D ) [ M1 L-2 T 0]

Q 16. In a equation { P + a / V2 } (V —b) = RT , where P is the pressure, V is the
volume , T is the temperature and a, b , R are constants. What is the
dimensional formula of a /b ?

A ) [ M2 L2 T-2 ] B) [ M1 L1 T-2 ] C) [ M1 L2 T-2 ] D ) [ M2 L3 T-1 ]
Q 17. Which one of the following group have quantities that DO NOT have same

dimensions ?
A ) velocity , speed B) pressure, work / volume
C ) force, impulse D ) work, energy

Q 18. Which of following operation of the functions of A and B can be performed if
A and B possess different dimensions ?
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A) A+B B) A - B C) A/B D )
Q 19. A force is given in terms of distance x and time t by F = A sinCt + B cos Dx.

Then what are the dimensions of A/B and C/D ?
A ) [Mo L0 To] [Mo L0  T -1] B) [M1L1T-2] [M0 L-1 T0]
C) [Mo L0 To] [Mo L1  T -1] D) [M0 L1 T-1] [M0 L0 T0]

Q 20. The dimensions of coefficient of viscosity are
A) [M1 L2 T-2] B) [M1 L1 T-1]
C) [M1 L-1 T-1] D ) [M1 L-1 T-2]

Q 21.The SI unit of universal gravitational constant G is
A) Nm kg-2 B) Nm2 kg-2

C) Nm2 kg-1 D) Nm kg-1

Q 22.In a equation { P + a / V2} (V —b) = nRT, where P is the pressure, V is  the
volume , T is the temperature and a, b, R are constants. The dimensions of
nRT are same as that of -

A ) energy B ) force C) pressure D ) specific heat
Q 23. In a equation { P + a / V2 } (V — b) = nRT, where P is the pressure, V is the

volume , T is temperature and a, b, R are constants. The dimensions of 'a'
are same as that of -

A) PV B ) PV2 C) P2V D) P/V
Q 24. In a equation {P + a / V2} (V —B) = nRT, where P is the pressure, V is the

volume , T is the temperature and a , b ,R are constants . The dimensions
of 'b' are same as that of -

A) P B) V C) PV D) nRT

A + B
A - B[    ]
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MEASUREMENTS
CHAPTER — 1         V.S.A. [1 Mark]

Q 1. Define :  ( a ) Unit of a physical quantity  ( b ) Fundamental quantity
( c ) Fundamental unit ( d ) Derived quantity
 ( e ) Derived unit ( f ) Dimensional equation
 ( g ) Dimensions of a physical quantity ( h ) Most probable value
( i ) Absolute error ( j ) Relative error
( k ) Percentage error ( I ) Significant figures
( m ) Order of magnitude ( n) Solar day
( o ) Mean solar day

Q 2. Which is the most accurate clock?

Q 3. Name the instrument used for measurement of a mass of atomic / sub atomic
particles.

Q 4. A physical quantity has dimensions. Is it necessary it must have unit ?

Q 5. What is the responsibility of National Physical Laboratory ( N. P. L. ) ?

Q  6. Name the error caused due to faulty construction of instruments.

Q  7. Name the error associated with human error.

Q 8. Name the error due to defective settings of an instruments.

Q 9.  What do you mean by random error ?

Q 10. State two examples of dimensionless physical quantity.

Q 11. Which system of units is universally accepted?

Q 12. Can two different physical quantities have same dimensions ? If yes state
the example.
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Q 13. Priya , Riya and Siya were asked by their teacher to measure the mass of
wooden block. Priya wrote : 200 gm , Riya wrote : 200 g and Siya wrote :
200 gs Which one of these answer is correct ?

Q 14. 1eV = 1.6 X 10-19 J. Binding energy of H atom is 13.6 eV, express this energy
in joule.

Q 15. If the volume of a block  V  =    . b. h. then state the formula for relative error
in V.

γ
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MEASUREMENTS
CHAPTER — 1         S.A.I. [2 Marks]

Q 1. State the requirements of a good unit.

Q 2. What are fundamental quantities ? State any two examples with their S. I. Unit.

Q 3. What are derived quantities ? State any two examples with their S. I. Unit .

Q 4. State the uses of dimensional analysis.

Q 5. Obtain the dimensions of following physical quantities — (each quantity 2
marks )

( a ) Velocity ( b ) Acceleration ( c ) Force

( d ) Momentum  ( e ) Impulse ( f ) Work

( g ) Energy ( h ) Power ( i ) Pressure

( j ) Velocity gradient ( k ) Thermal conductivity  ( I ) Magnetic field

( m ) Universal constant of gravitation (G)  (n) Coefficient of viscosity

Q 6. How the effect of errors can be minimised?

Q 7. State the rules for determining significant figures .

Q 8. Determine the significant figures of the following measurements —

( a)  0.07787 (b) 11.2 (c) 1.6 X 10 -19 (d) 3 X 108

Q 9. State the order of magnitude of the following :

( a)  Acceleration due to gravity at the pole is ‘g’ = 9.83m /s2.

( b) Universal constant of gravitation ‘G’ = 6.67 X 10-11 Nm2/ kg2.
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MEASUREMENTS
CHAPTER — 1       S.A.II. [3 Marks]

Q 1. If the force (F), acceleration (A), and time  (T) are taken as fundamental Units,
then find the dimensions of energy.

Q 2. The velocity (v) of water waves may depend on their wavelength (   ) density of
water ( d ) and acceleration due to gravity ( g ). Find the relation between
these quantities by using dimensions.

Q 3 .Find the conversion factor between S. I. Unit and C.G.S. unit of —  (each
quantity 3 marks)

(A) Force (B) Energy (C) Density (D) Pressure.
Q 4. Young’s modulus of steel is 19 x 1010 N / m2. Express it in dyne / cm2 .
Q 5. State which of the following is dimensionally correct ?

A) Pressure = Energy per unit volume.

B) Pressure = Momentum x Volume x Mass

Q 6. Verify the correctness of the following equations dimensionally. (each
equation carry 3 marks) (Symbols have their usual meaning)

A ) s = ut + at2 B ) Ft = mv

C)  F = m v2 /  r             D) P = h p g

E)  F = 6  η r v F) σ = q/A

G)  ρ = q/v  (ρ is volume charge density)

H)  E = F / qo ( E is electric field )

I)  P = q X 2 l ( P is electric dipole moment )

Q 7.  In a equation { P + a / V2} ( V — b) = RT, where P is the pressure, V is the
volume, T is the temperature and a, b, R are constants. Find the
dimensions of (each sub question 3 marks)

A ) a and b B ) a/b C) a. b
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Q 8.  What do you mean by an error ? Explain (a) Instrumental error ( b ) Systematic
(persistant) error .

Q 9. What is the cause of an error? Explain a) personal error b) random error.
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SCALARS AND VECTORS
CHAPTER — 2                             M.C.Q.  [1 Mark]

Q 1. What is the magnitude of sum of the vectors  = 3 and    = 4   ?

A) 3 B) 4 C) 5  D ) 7

Q 2. A vector represented by   = 3 ι   +   +  2 . What is length in X-Y plane ?

A ) 3  B ) C ) D ) 

Q 3. The magnitude of vectors  , , and  are 3, 4 and 5 units respectively..
If  +  =  , The angle between  and  is

A) π/2 B )  π/4 C ) tan-1 {7 /5} D ) cos-1( 0.6)

Q 4. Three forces acting on a particle are given by   = 2     + 3     - 2   N,
B = 3    +     - 3  N  and    = - 5    - 2     +  +  N. The particle will move in

A) X - Y Plane  B) Y - Z plane

C) X - Z plane  D) along X axis

Q 5. A particle has a displacement of 12 m towards east and 6 m towards north and
then 8 m vertically upwards. The magnitude of the sum of these
displacements is

A ) zero B ) 12 m C) 15.62 m D ) 18.3 m

 Q 6.  What is the angle between   and the resultant of   +   and  -   ?

A ) tan-1 {A/B} B) tan-1 {B/A}

C) tan-1 { (   + B) / (   - B)} D ) zero

 Q 7.  What is the angle subtended by the vector    = 4    + 3j  + 12 
with x - axis ?

A ) sin-1 {3 /13} B) sin -1 {4 /13} C) cos-1{ 4 / 13}      D) cos-1 {3/13}

Q  8. Which pair of the following forces will never give resultant force of 2N ?

A) 1N and 3N B) 2N and 2N C) 1N and 1N D)1N and 4N
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Q  9. Two vectors of the same magnitude have a resultant equal to either. What is
the angle between them?

 A ) 50° B) 60 C) 75° D ) 120°

Q 10.   Two forces each of magnitude 2N act at an angle of 60° . What is the
magnitude of resultant force ?

A) B) C)  D) 

Q 11. Two equal forces (P each) act at a point inclined to each other at an angle of
120° The magnitude of their resultant is

A) P/2 B) P/4 C)P  D) 2P

Q 12. What is the magnitude of a vector obtained by addition of two vectors
   = 6    + 7  and     = 3  + 4    ?

A)  B) 

C )  D) 

Q 13. What is the angle between   +   and   ?

 A ) 15° B) 30° C ) 45° D ) 60°

 Q 14. The co-ordinates of two points A and B are given by ( 0, 3 , -1 ) and ( -2, 6, 4 ).
What is the displacement vector from A to B ?

A ) - 2   + 3     +2 B ) 2    - 3    - 5

C ) - 2    + 6    + 4 C) - 2   + 3     + 5

Q 15. Two forces acting in opposite directions have a resultant of 10 N. If they act
at right angles to each other, then the resultant is 50 N. What are the
magnitudes of the two forces ?

A) F1 =40N, F2= 30 N B) F1 = 50 N, F2 = 40N

C) F1 =30N, F2= 40 N D)F1 = 100 N, F2 = 60N

Q  16. The resultant of two forces 3P and 2P is R . If first force is doubled, then the
resultant is also doubled. What is angle between two forces ?

A) 120° B ) 60° C ) 180° D ) 90°
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Q 17 . Two forces of equal magnitude act at a point making an angle α with each
other. If the direction of one of the force is reversed , the direction of the
resultant will turn through —

A ) 30° B ) 60° C) 45° D ) 90°

Q 18 . The co- ordinates of two points A and B are given by ( 2, 4 ,4 ) and
( -2, -3 , 7 ). What is the magnitude of vector AB ?

A) B)  C) D ) 

Q 19  If   = a     +b   and Q = c    + d   are perpendicular to each other, then —

A) ac = b d B) a b = cd  C ) a/b = - d/c D) a/c  = b/d

Q 20. Three vectors satisfy the relation  .  = 0 and   .   = 0 then   is

parallel to —

A)  . B) C) D)  x 
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SCALARS AND VECTORS
CHAPTER — 2        V.S.A. [1 Mark]

Q 1. Define : A) Scalar quantity B ) Vector quantity.  C) Null vector.

D) Resultant vector E) Negative vector F ) Unit vector.

G) Resolution of vector H ) Scalar product of vectors

I ) Vector product of vectors.  J) Equal vectors.

Q 2. : State : A ) Triangle law of vector addition.

B ) Polygon law of vector addition.

D ) Parallelogram law of vectors..

Q 3. If vector    is parallel to vector   . What is their vector product ?

Q 4. If vector    is anti- parallel to vector   . What is their vector product ?

Q 5. If vector   and vector   are rotated in the plane which contains them. What
happens to the direction of vector   =    X   ?

Q 6. Suppose we have vector    and vector   = B/2. How is the direction of  X
  related to direction of    X   ?

Q 7. If    and  are mutually perpendicular vectors then ( each one 1 mark)

A)    .   = ? B)    X  =?

Q 8. If the resultant of ‘n’ forces of different magnitudes acting at a point is zero,
then what is the minimum value of ‘n’?

Q 9. State the condition when the resultant of two vectors will be zero.

Q 10. Is the magnitude of a vector be zero ?

Q 11. If magnitudes of vectors    ,   ,and   are 12 , 5  and 13 units and  +   =  .
What is the angle between    and   ?

Q 12. Two vectors    and   are such that   +    =  -  , under what condition
the the equation will be correct ?

Q 13. Show that vector product of a vector with itself is zero.

Q  14. Show that vector product of two parallel vectors is zero.
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SCALARS AND VECTORS
CHAPTER — 2                 S.A.I. [2 Marks]

Q 1. Distinguish between scalars and vectors.
Q 2. Using triangle law of vector addition, show that it obeys commutative

property.
Q 3. Using triangle law of vector addition, show that it obeys associative

property.
Q 4. Explain what is resolution of a vector ?
Q 5. Show diagrammatically that vector product does not obey commutative law

of multiplication.

Q 6.  Draw diagrams to show how to find the magnitudes of following vectors 

and   of same magnitude. ( each diagram 2 marks)

 A) 2  — B)  + 2 C)  — 2  D)  - 2 

Q 7.  Two vectors   and  of magnitudes p units and q units respectively are  anti

— parallel ( p < q). Determine    +  and   —  .

Q  8. Two equal forces (P each ) act at a point inclined to each other at an angle of
120° . Calculate the magnitude of resultant .

Q 9. Two equal forces ( P each ) act at a point inclined to each other at an angle of
A )  = 30° B )   = 60° C )   = 90°  D )   = 180°
Calculate the magnitude of resultant in each case. ( each case 2 marks ) •

Q 10.  Distinguish between scalar product and vector product.
Q 11.  State any four characteristics of scalar product.
Q 12. State any four characteristics of vector product.

Q 13. If    and  are two vectors then find the value of (    +  ) X (    - ) .

Q 14.  Prove that [   x ] 2  + [  . ] 2 = AA2 B2

Q 15. Determine the conversion factor between litre and metre.
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SCALARS AND VECTORS
CHAPTER — 2                       S.A.II. [3 Marks]

Q 1. State and prove parallelogram law of vector addition and determine the
magnitude of the resultant .

Q 2. Derive an expression for scalar product of two vectors in terms of their

scalar components . OR  If   = AAx    + Ayy  + Az  and  = Bx    + By  + Bz

then find   - 

Q 3. Derive an expression for cross product of two vectors and express it in

determinant form. OR   If   = Ax    + AyAy  + Az  and  = Bx  + By  + Bz

then find   X  and write in determinant form.

Q 4. Show that magnitude of vector product of two vectors is numerically equal
to the area of a parallelogram formed by the two vectors.
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SCALARS AND VECTORS
CHAPTER — 2                   L.A. [5 Marks]

Q 1. State and prove the parallelogram law of vector addition and determine
magnitude and direction of resultant vector.

Q 2. Determine the magnitude of resultant vector by using parallelogram law of
vector addition. Find the resultant for following angles :

A)   = 0°  B )   = 90° C )   = 180°
Q 3.  Explain resolution of vectors when (A ) vectors are directed in plane (B )

vectors are directed in space .
Q 4.  State triangle law of vector addition . Show diagrammatically that addition

of vectors obeys (A) commutative property and (B ) associative property .
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PROJECTILE MOTION
CHAPTER 3                M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1.       Two bodies of same mass are projected with same velocity at an angles 300

& 600 respectively. The ratio of their horizontal range will be

A) 1:1 B) 1:2

C) 1:3 D) 1:4

2. A ball is thrown from a point with speed Vo at an elevation angle of θo From
the same point and at the same instant a person starts running with
constant speed Vo / 2 to catch the ball. Will person be able to catch the
ball? If yes, what should be the angle of projection?

A) No B) Yes, 300

C) Yes, 600 D) Yes, 450

3. The angle of projection at which the horizontal range is maximum is

A)  450  B) θ = tan -1 (0.25)

C) θ = tan -1 (4)  D) 600

4. Neglecting the air resistance, the time of flight of a projectile is determined by

A) U vertical B) U horizontal

C) U =  U2vert  +U2horizontal D) U = (U2vert + U2horizontal)

5. The equation of projectile is Y =  x  x
2

-9 2

  The angle of projection is given

by

A)  Tan θ = B) Tan θ= 

C ) D) 0

6. A man projects a coin upwards from the gate of uniformly moving train. The
path of coin from the observation of man will be

A)  parabolic B) inclined straight line
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C) vertical straight line D) horizontal straight line

7. At the top of the trajectory of projectile, the direction of its velocity and
acceleration is

A)  perpendicular to each other B) parallel to each other

C) inclined to each other at an angle of 450 D) antiparallel to each other

8. An object is thrown along a direction inclined at an angle of 450 with the
horizontal. The horizontal range of the object is equal to

A)  vertical height B) twice the vertical height

C) thrice the vertical height D) four times the vertical height

9. A gun is aimed at a target in a line of its barrel. A target is released and
allowed to fall under gravity.  At the same instant, the gun is fired. The
bullet will

A)  pass-above the target B) pass below the target

C) hit the target D) certainly miss the target

10. At the top of the trajectory of a projectile the acceleration is

A)  maximum B) minimum

C) zero D) equal to value of gravitational acceleration

11. At the highest point of path of a projectile its

A)  k.e. is maximum B) p. e. minimum

C) k.e. is minimum D) total energy is maximum

12. Ratio of total path length to the total time interval is known as

A)  average velocity B) average speed

C) average displacement                                                     D) average acceleration

13. Average velocity is the ratio of displacement to

A)  displacement B) total time interval

C) time interval  D) speed

14. A change in position of the particle in a particular direction is its

A)  speed B) velocity

C)  distance D) displacement
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15. An instantaneous speed of the automobile can be measured in an
instrument namely

A)  voltmeter B) ammeter

C) multimeter              D) speedometer

16. An acceleration of the body is obtained by the slope of the graph of

A)  velocity - time   B) displacement - time

C) average speed - time                                            D) acceleration - time

17. A path followed by the projectile in a space in its projectile motion is known
as

A)  angle of projection B) height of projection

C) velocity of projection D) trajectory of projection

18. This figure shows a velocity - time graph of a particle moving with

A)  decreasing acceleration B) increasing acceleration

C) zero acceleration D) retardation or negative acceleration

19. [ M0 L1 T-1] are the dimensions of

A)  displacement B) velocity

C) acceleration D) force

20. If the slope of the graph of displacement against time is zero then the
velocity of the particle is

A)  maximum B) zero

C) minimum D) negative
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21. A maximum horizontal range is given by the equation

A) R = v2/g B) R = v/g

C) R = u2/g D) R = u/g

22. An equation T =  gives a time of

A) flight B) impact

C) descent D) ascent
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PROJECTILE MOTION
CHAPTER — 3                                                           V.S.A. [1 Mark]

Define the Terms

1. Translational motion
2. Vibratory motion
3. Position
4. Displacement
5. Velocity
6. Speed
7. Path length
8. Average velocity
9. Average speed
10. Instantaneous speed
11. Instantaneous velocity
12. Instantaneous acceleration
13. Acceleration
14.  Projectile
15. Projectile motion
16. Velocity of projection
17. Angle of projection
18. Trajectory
19.  Time of flight
20. Horizontal range
21.  Maximum height of projectile
22. What will be path length and displacement in the motion of a body in which

it does not change its direction?
23. How velocity is different from speed?
24. Why speed of particle is never negative?
25. State an equation of path of projectile?
26. What do you mean by projectile?
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27. What do you mean by projectile motion?
28. What do you mean by instantaneous acceleration?
29. What do you mean by trajectory?
30. What do you mean by horizontal range?
31.  What do you mean by time of fight?
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PROJECTILE MOTION
CHAPTER — 3                                                     S.A.I. [2 Marks]

1. Explain the term ‘uniform velocity’.
2. Explain the term ‘average velocity’
3. Explain the term ‘instantaneous velocity’
4. Distinguish between distance & displacement of projectile.
5. What is accelerated motion? Give two examples of it.
6. State any four characteristics of displacement.
7.  Obtain the dimensions of velocity & acceleration.
8. Draw the neat & labelled diagram showing the trajectory of projectile.
9. State the assumptions for the study of projectile motion.
10. Write an equation for horizontal range of projectile, when horizontal range is

maximum?
11. Show that for a projectile, an angle between velocity &  x axis as function of

time is given by θt = tan-1 [  ]
12. Explain the term instantaneous speed.
13.  State three kinematical equations.
14. Obtain the units & dimensions for displacement.
15.  Obtain the units & dimensions for velocity.
16. Obtain the units & dimensions for acceleration.
17.  Write an equation of horizontal of range (R). Hence obtain the equation of

maximum horizontal range.
18. Define a time of flight. Hence obtain an expression of time of ascent.
19.  Define maximum height of projectile. Hence show that H max =  where

all the symbols have their usual meaning.
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PROJECTILE MOTION
CHAPTER — 3                                                      S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. What is projectile? Hence derive an equation of the path of projectile.
2. Obtain an expression for time of flight of projectile. Hence define a time of

flight of a projectile.
3. What is horizontal range of projectile? Derive an expression for it.
4. Discuss the position time graph of a particle  I) at rest II) moving with

constant velocity.
5. Discuss the velocity time graph for a particle moving with I) constant

velocity II) increasing acceleration.
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PROJECTILE MOTION
CHAPTER — 3                                                           L.A. [5 Marks]
1. Define maximum range of a projectile. Discuss the condition for maximum

range of projectile. Show that there are two types of angles of projection
which give same range of projectile.

2.  Define a time of flight. Hence obtain an expression for time of flight. Hence
obtain an expression for time of descent.

3. State the assumptions for the study of projectile motion. Draw the neat &
labelled diagram showing the trajectory of projectile. Hence define the
projectile motion.

4.  Discuss  the position - time graph for  a) a particle at rest b) a particle
moving with constant velocity c) particle moving with variable velocity.

5. Discuss velocity  - time graph for a) particle moving with constant velocity b)
particle moving with constant acceleration c) particle moving with variable
acceleration.

6.

From the graph, answer the following questions i) What is initial speed of the car?
ii) What is the maximum speed attained by the car? iii) Which part of the
graph shows zero acceleration? iv) Which part of the graph shows varying
retardation? V) Find the distance travelled by the car in first 6 seconds

Velocity
(m\s)

 (In second)

A B

CD
0 E

t
31 2 4 5 6 7 98

 (In second)t

B

C
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7.

            Observe this graph & answer the following question. i) What does each
graph indicates?

Y

x
 time (t)
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FORCE
CHAPTER — 4                                               M. C. Q. [1 Mark]

1. A maximum distance up to which strong nuclear force remains effective is
of the order of.........

A) 10-10  m B) 10-11 m
C) 10-14 m D) 10-12 m

2.  A range of weak nuclear force is of the order of size of
A) nucleus B) electron
C) neutron D) atom

3.  S. I. Unit of moment of couple is
A) newton-centimetre B) newton-meter
C) newton/meter D) newtown-meter2

4.  If a relative distance between any two particles does not change under the
application of force of any magnitude then a body is said to be

A) compressed body B) expanded body
C) rigid body D) ductile body

5. Which of the following given physical quantities have the same S.I. units?
A) moment of force & moment of couple B) moment of force & velocity
C) moment of force & displacement D) moment of couple & acceleration

6.   S.I. unit of impulse is same as that of......
A) angular momentum B) moment of force
C) linear momentum D) moment of Couple

7. A constant value of Newton’s gravitational constant is
A) 6.67 x10-10 S.I Unit B) 6.67 x10-11 S.I Unit
C) 6.67 x10-12 S.I Unit D) 6.67 x10-13 S.I Unit

8.   [L2 M1 T-2] is a dimensional formula of
A) force B) energy
C) acceleration D) velocity

9.   A motion is the change in position of the object with respect to its
A) surroundings’ B) displacement
C) velocity D) time
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10.   For perfectly elastic collision, a coefficient of restitution is
A) zero B) infinite
C) one D) two

11.  In any position of body a fixed point through which the whole weight of the
body always acts vertically downward is knows as

A) centre of mass B) centre of body
C) centre of particle D) centre of gravity

12.  A cause of motion of a body is
A) momentum B) inertia
C) force D) velocity

13.  A mass in linear motion of a body is analogous with moment of inertia of a
body in

A) vibratory Motion B) simple harmonic motion
C) circular motion D) rotational motion

14.  An inertia of any body is measured by its
A) velocity B) motion
C) displacement D) mass

15.  A force produced due to the interaction between the objects is known as
A) pseudo force B) moment of force
C) real force D) repulsive force

16.  According to work-energy theorm, work done by a force in displacing a body
measures the change in

A) k. e. of a body B) p. e. of a body
C) total. e. of body D) binding energy of a body

17.  For the collision between two smooth glass balls, a coefficient of restitution is
A) 1 B) O
C) 0.5 D) 0.94

18.  A dimensionless quantity which is independent of mass of a body but
depending upon material of a body is

A) coefficient of absorption B) coefficient of friction
C) coefficient of restitution D) coefficient of emission

19.  In inertial frame of reference which of the following law holds good ?
A) Kirchhoff’s law B) Lenz’s law
C) Ampere’s law D) Newton’s law
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20.  If a distance between point of application of force and axis of rotation is
decreased then which of the following quantity to the large extent is
required ?

A) Displacement B) Moment arm
C) Force D) Moment of couple

21.  For the sphere, its centre is its
A) centre of mass B) point along its surface
C) point of suspension D) point along its diameter

22.  If a resultant torque acting on the body is zero then the body is said to be in
A) translational equilibrium B) thermal equilibrium
C) mechanical equilibrium D) rotational equilibrium

23.  A perpendicular distance between the line of action of the two forces is known
as

A) moment of couple B) moment of force
C) moment arm D) couple

24.  A collision in which there is always loss of kinetic energy is called as
A) elastic collision B) inelastic collision
C) perfectly elastic collision D) perfectly inelastic collision
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Define the terms

1. Force
2. Inertia
3. Impulse of force
4. Real force
5. Pseudo force
6. Gravitational force
7. Electro magnetic force
8. Nuclear force
9. Linear force
10.  Work or energy
11. Elastic collision
12. Inelastic collision
13. Coefficient of restitution
14. Inertial frame of reference
15. Non inertial frame of reference
16. Rigid body
17. Moment of force or torque
18. Couple
19. Moment of couple
20. Centre of mass
21. Centre of gravity
22. Axis of rotation
23. Moment arm

FORCE
CHAPTER — 4                                                           V.S.A. [1 Mark]
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1. Explain the term ‘inertia’ of a body.

2. What do you mean by impulse of a force?

3. State the unit & dimensions of force.

4. State the unit & dimensions for impulse of a force.

5. State any two examples for impulse of a force.

6. State Newton’s law of gravitation.

7. State Newton’s second law of motion.

8. State Newton first law of motion.

9. State Newton's third law of motion.

10. State any two examples for ‘real force’.

11. State any two examples of ‘pseudo force’.

12. State any two examples of nuclear force.

13. State any two examples of gravitational force.

14.  State any two examples of electromagnetic force.

15. State any two examples of couple.

16. Explain the term ‘rotational equilibrium.

17.  Explain the term translational equilibrium.

18. State the unit & dimensions of moment of force.

19. State the unit & dimensions of moment of couple.

20. How moment of a force is different from moment of couple?.

21. State two assumptions for concept of centre of mass of body.

22. Write an equation for position vector of centre of mass of system having two particles.

23. What do you mean by ‘work energy theorem’.?

24. State the law of conservation of linear momentum of a body.

25. State the relation between values of coefficient of restitution for perfectly elastic

collision, elastic collision & perfectly inelastic collision.

26. State any two examples of conservation of linear momentum.

27. What is the use of coefficient of restitution?

28. What is resilience of the collision?

29. When the object is at the rest?

FORCE
CHAPTER — 4                          V.S.A. [1 Mark]
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30. What do you mean by frame of reference?
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FORCE

CHAPTER — 4                     S.A.I. [2 Marks]

1. Obtain the unit & dimensions of force .
2. Obtain the unit & dimensions of impulse.
3. Obtain the unit & dimensions of moment of a force.
4. Obtain the unit & dimensions of moment of a couple.
5. Obtain the unit & dimensions of work or energy.
6. Explain the concept of inertia of a body by giving an example of it.
7. Obtain an expression for force by using Newton’s second law of motion.
8. Explain the term ‘real force’. Give one example of it.
9. Explain the term ‘pseudo force’. Give one example of it.
10. Distinguish between real & pseudo force.
11. Distinguish between gravitational & electromagnetic force.
12. Distinguish between electromagnetic and nuclear force.
13.  Distinguish between gravitational and nuclear force.
14. State Newton’s law of gravitation. Hence write the unit & dimensions of universal

gravitational constant.
15.  State the characteristics of gravitational force.
16.  State the characteristics of strong nuclear force.
17.  State the characteristics of weak nuclear force.
18. Distinguish between elastic & inelastic collision.
19.  Distinguish between inertial & non - inertial frame of reference.
20. Explain the term ‘coefficient of restitution.
21. Explain how the couple is different from moment of couple.
22. Explain how the force is different from moment of a force.
23. Explain the concept of rigid body.
24. Explain the term ‘centre of mass of a body’.
25. Explain the term ‘centre of gravity of a body’.
26. Explain the conditions for translational equilibrium of a body.
27. Explain how a body attains a rotational equilibrium.
28. State four characteristics or properties of couple.
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FORCE

CHAPTER — 4                     S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. State Newton’s first law of motion. Hence explain an inertia of a body by giving an
example.

2. State Newton’s second law of motion. Hence obtain an expression for force acting
on the body.

3. Define impulse of a force. Obtain an expression for impulse of a force by using
Newton’s second law of motion. State S.I. unit of impulse of a force.

4. State Newton’s law of gravitation. Hence obtain an expression for it. Write the unit
and dimensions of universal gravitational constant.

5. Explain the real & pseudo force by giving an example of each.
6. Explain the strong & weak nuclear force by giving an example of each.
7. Obtain an expression for work done by a variable force by using graphical method.
8. Show that work done by a variable force is 21/4 by mathematical method.
9. Explain the terms elastic & inelastic collision by giving an example of each.
10. Explain the terms inertial & non inertial frame of reference.
11. Define centre of mass of a body. Hence obtain an expression for centre of mass of

two particle system.
12. Explain the terms centre of mass and centre of gravity of a body.
13. Explain the conditions for translational and rotational equilibrium of a body.
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FORCE

CHAPTER — 4                     L.A. [5 Marks ]
1. State the Newton’s three laws of motion. Hence explain the term an inertia of a body

by giving an example of it.
2. State Newton’s three laws of motion. Hence obtain an expression for impulse of a

force. State the S.I. unit of impulse of a force.
3. Explain the real force & pseudo force by giving an example of each. Hence

distinguish between real and pseudo force.
4. Define gravitational force. State Newton’s law of gravitation & state an expression

for it. State any two characteristics & examples of gravitational force.
5. Explain general idea of electromagnetic force. State two characteristics of

electromagnetic force. Mention two examples of electromagnetic force.
6. Define nuclear force. Hence explain two types of nuclear force. State the two

characteristics of each type of nuclear force.
7. State and prove the law of conservation of linear momentum of a body. Explain any

one example of it.
8. State Newton’s three  laws of motion. Hence obtain an expression for force acting

on the body.
9. Obtain an expression for work done by graphical method. Hence obtain the unit &

dimensions of work.
10. Obtain an expression for work done by mathematical method & show that w=21/4.

Hence obtain the unit & dimensions of work.
11. What are the elastic & inelastic collisions? Hence obtain an expression for velocity

of a body after the elastic collision.
12. Explain the inertial & non inertial frame of reference. Hence explain a pseudo force

by giving an example of it.
13. Define a rigid body and moment of a force (Torque). Hence derive an expression for

moment of a force. State the S.I. Unit & dimensions of it.
14. Define couple & moment of a couple, Hence obtain an expression for moment of a

couple. State the S.I. unit & dimensions of moment of a couple.
15. Define centre of mass and centre of gravity. Hence obtain an expression for centre

of mass of two particle system.
16.  Define rigid body. Hence explain the conditions for translational and rotational

equilibrium of a body.
17.  State Newton’s three laws of motion. Hence explain Newton’s third law of motion by

giving example of it.
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FRICTION IN SOLID AND LIQUIDS
CHAPTER — 5         M.C.Q [1 Mark]

Q 1. The limiting force of friction between two surfaces in contact is independent
of —

A) nature of surfaces in contact .        B ) the material of two surfaces in contact .

C ) the area of the surfaces in contact. C ) normal reaction between two surfaces.

Q 2. The block of mass 4 kg is placed on a rough horizontal surface having the
coefficient of static and kinetic friction as 0.5 and 0.4 respectively. If a force of
4 N is applied to the body, then the frictional force acting on the body will be
( g = 10 m/ s2 )

A ) 4 N B ) 8 N ( C ) 10 N  D ) 20 N

Q 3. A marble block of mass 2 kg is lying on ice. When it is given a velocity of 6
m/s, it is stopped by friction in 10 s. What is the coefficient of friction ?

A) 0.01 B ) 0.02 C) 0.03  D ) 0.06

Q  4. Which one of the following is NOT unit of pressure ?

A ) Pascal B ) Bar C ) newton D ) Torr

Q 5.  Pascal’s law is NOT applied in —

A) a hydraulic break. B ) an atomiser.

C ) a hydraulic jack . D ) a hydraulic press.

Q 6. In hydraulic press, the piston in the small cylinder has a diameter of ‘d1’cm,
while the larger piston has diameter of ‘d2’ cm . If a force F1 is applied to the
small piston, the force  F2 on the large piston is given by —

A)  F2 = (d1/d2)2 F1  B) F2  =(d2/d1)2 /F1

C)  F2 = (d1/ d2)2 /F1  D ) F2 = (d2 / d1)2 /F1

Q 7. A cylinder is filled with a liquid of density ρ up to a height ‘h’. What is the
hydrostatic pressure exerted by the liquid on the bottom of the cylinder, if
the cylinder is kept moving upwards with an acceleration ‘a ‘ ?

A) hρg B hρ(g+a)

C) hρ (g- a) (D) hρg/a
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Q 8.  Which one of the following has maximum viscosity ?

A ) water B ) kerosene

C) glycerine D) mercury

Q 9. If the Reynold’s number for the flow of a liquid in a tube is 3800, then the
flow of the liquid is —

 A ) laminar. B ) streamline. C) turbulent. D ) unsteady.

Q 10. Two hailstones in the form of sphere with radii in the ratio 1 : 2, fall from a great
height through the atmosphere. What is the ratio of their momenta when they
attain their respective terminal velocity ?

A) 1 :1  B ) 1 : 4 C ) 1 : 32 D ) 1 : 16

Q 11. In a container filled with water up to a height ‘h’ a hole is made at the bottom.
The velocity of water flowing out of the hole is —

A) proportional to ‘h’ B ) proportional to h2

C ) proportional to D ) independent of ‘h’

Q 12.  A body of mass 100 kg is dragged through a distance of 4 m on a level
ground. What is the work done, if coefficient of friction is 0.25 ?

A ) 980 B ) 490 C) 9800 D ) 98

Q 13. The pressure at the bottom of a tank containing a liquid does NOT depend
upon the

 A ) acceleration due to gravity.  B ) density of the liquid.

C ) height of the liquid column.  D ) area  of the bottom surface .

Q 14. Two thin circular metal plates P and Q have radii 4 cm and 6cm respectively .
They are kept in water at a depth of 40 cm and 80 cm below the free
surface of water. FP and FQ are the forces on the plates P and Q . What is
the ratio FP / FQ ?

A) 1 : 3 B) 2 : 5

C) 2 : 9 D) 3 : 4

Q 15.  A brass ball of radius ‘R’ travels through viscous liquid with uniform
velocity ( v ). The ball of same material of radius ‘2R’ will travel through
same liquid with uniform velocity

A ) 8v B ) 4 v C ) 2 v D ) v
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Q 16.  The dimensional formula of Reynold’s number is —

A ) [ L1 M1 T-2] B) [ L0 Mo TO ]

C) [ L-1 M2 T-2] D ) [ L1 M1 T1 ]

Q 17. Water is flowing steadily in a river. Consider two layers X and Y at heights
20 cm and 40 cm from the bottom. If velocity of layer X is 10 cm/s,  what is
velocity of layer Y ?

A ) 10 cm/s B ) 20 cm /s C ) 30 cm/s D ) 40 cm/s

Q 18.  A cylindrical vessel of height ‘H ‘ is filled with water. What should be the
height of the hole from the surface so that the water comes out up to
maximum distance ?

A ) 3 H /4  B ) H  ( c ) H / 4 D ) H / 2

Q 19.  The working of a spray painting gun depends upon —

A) Newton’s law of motion B ) Boyle’s law

C ) Bernoulli’s principle D ) Pascal’s law

Q 20. A rectangular block of mass 3 kg is to be held against a rough vertical wall
by applying a force perpendicular to the wall. What is the minimum force to
be applied, if the coefficient of friction is 0.42 ?

A) 140 N B ) 700 N C) 7N D ) 70 N
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FRICTION IN SOLID AND LIQUIDS
CHAPTER — 5  V.S.A. [1 Mark]

Q 1.  Define : A ) Adhesive force. B ) Cohesive force. C ) Friction.

D ) Viscosity. E ) Viscous force F ) Turbulent flow.

G ) Streamline flow. H ) Velocity gradient. I ) Static friction.

J ) Kinetic friction. K) Rolling friction.  L ) poise.

M ) Coefficient of static friction. N ) Coefficient of kinetic friction.

O ) Coefficient of viscosity .

Q 2. State : A) Pascal’s law B ) Bernoulli’s principle

C ) Newton’s law of viscosity D ) Stokes’ law.

Q 3. Why lubricants are used in machines ?

Q 4.  Why are the tyres of the vehicle made circular ?

Q 5. State whether frictional force is conservative or non — conservative ?

Q 6. When a liquid contained in tumbler is stirred and placed for some time , it comes to

rest, why ?

Q 7.  Can two streamlines cross each other in flowing liquid ?

Q 8.  Name the physical quantities on which critical velocity of viscous liquid depends.

Q 9.  Name the instrument to measure the atmospheric pressure.

Q 10.  State the dimensional formula for Reynolds’s number.

Q 11.  Define critical velocity on the basis of Reynolds’s number.

Q 12.  What is the significance of Reynolds’s number?

Q 13.  State the name of the principle on which Bernoulli’s equation for steady flow is

applicable .

Q 14. Is frictional force real or pseudo ?
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FRICTION IN SOLID AND LIQUIDS
CHAPTER — 5        S.A.I. [2 Marks]

Q 1.  State the different ways to reduce friction.

Q 2 .  Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of friction.

Q 3.  To reduce friction ball bearings used in a machine are of different materials,
Why?

Q 4.   Explain the origin of frictional force.

Q 5.  State the types of friction.

Q  6.  Why there is a possibility of skidding a vehicle on a rainy day ?

Q 7.  " Friction is a self adjusting force " Comment.

Q 8.  State the laws of static friction.

Q 9.  State the laws of kinetic friction.

Q 10.  Why kinetic friction is less than static friction?.

Q 11.  Why is it difficult to walk on sand ?

Q 12.  State the applications of Pascal's law.

Q 13.  State the applications of Bernoulli's principle.

Q 14.  State the limitations of Bernoulli's principle.

Q 15.  Why upper surface of wings of an aeroplane are made convex and lower
surface concave ?
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FRICTION IN SOLID AND LIQUIDS
CHAPTER — 5       S.A.II. [3 Marks]

Q 1. Describe the experiment to verify that force of limiting static friction is
directly proportional to normal reaction

Q 2. Describe the experiment to verify that force of limiting static friction is
independent of the apparent area of contact.

Q 3. Describe the experiment to verify that force of limiting static friction
depends on the nature and the material in contact.

Q 4. Derive an expression for pressure exerted by liquid column.

Q 5. Explain the applications of Pascal’s law : A ) Hydraulic lift B ) Hydraulic
brake.

Q 6. Explain the Hydraulic press on the basis of Pascal’s law .

Q 7. Explain the effect of gravity on fluid pressure .

Q 8. State Stokes’ law of viscosity and derive it by using dimensional analysis.

Q 9. Obtain an expression for the terminal velocity of a small spherical body
falling under gravity through viscous fluid.

Q 10.  State and explain Bernoulli’s principle.

Q 11.  Explain Torricelli’s law.
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FRICTION IN SOLID AND LIQUIDS
CHAPTER — 5   L.A. [5 Marks]

Q 1. Explain the term Hydrostatic paradox .
Q 2.  State Bernoulli’s principle. State assumptions . Explain the use of

Bernoulli’s principle in venturi-meter.
Q 3. Explain the terms A ) Streamline flow. B ) Turbulent flow .
Q 4. Define coefficient of viscosity. Define poise. State S. I. and C.G.S. unit and

find the conversion factor between them.
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SOUND WAVES

CHAPTER — 6            M.C.Q  [1 Mark]

1. When two astronauts talk on the surface of the moon, then

A) low sound will be heard B) intense sound will be heard

C) sound will not be heard D) sound will be heard intermittently

2. A uniform rope having mass 'm' hangs vertically from a rigid support. A
transverse wave pulse is produced at the lower end. The speed ‘v’ of a
wave pulse varies with height ‘h’ from the lower end as

A) B) C) D)

3. If, Va, Vh & Vc are the speeds of sound in air, hydrogen and a copper rod
respectively at the same temperature, then

A) Vh > Vc > Va B) Vc > Vh > Va

C) Vc > Va > Vh D) Va > Vh> Vc

4. The frequency of sound wave is n and its velocity is v. If the frequency is
doubled, then the velocity of the wave will be...

A) 2v B)  v/2

C) 4v D) v

5.  The velocity of sound is greatest in....
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A) water B) air

C) vaccum D) steel

6. The velocity of sound in air is Vs, If the density of air is doubled, then the velocity
of sound will be...

A) Vs B) Vs/

C)  Vs D) 2Vs

7.  The correct velocity versus pressure graph for sound wave is

A) B) C) D)

 8. The error in the value of velocity of sound in air by Newton’s formula and as
determined by experiment at 00 C is nearly

A) 5% B) 6%

C) 16% D) 22%

9. If amplitude in a sound wave is doubled then the intensity of sound is
increased by a factor of

A) 2 B) 3

C) 4 D) 8

10. The intensity of sound increases at night. This is due to

A)  increase in density of air B) decrease in density of air

C)  decrease in temperature D) decrease in noise level

v v v v

P P P P
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11. In an orchestra, the musical sound of different instruments are distinguished
from one another by which of the following characteristic?

A) Pitch B) Loudness

C) Quality D) Overtones

12. Increase in loudness of sound produced by radio is related with changes in
its...

A)  frequency B)  wavelength

C)  time D)  amplitude
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SOUND WAVES

CHAPTER — 6            V.S.A [1 Mark]

1. Which waves are used in sonography ?

2. Define ‘Wave motion’.

3. State examples of electromagnetic waves.

4. State examples of mechanical waves.

5. State any two characteristics of progressive wave.

6. State any two characteristics of longitudinal wave.

7. State any two characteristics of transverse wave.

8. State Laplace’s formula for velocity of sound in gas.

9. What is the corrected value of velocity of sound in air using Laplace's
correction?

10. State characteristics of musical sound.
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SOUND WAVES

CHAPTER — 6            S.A.I [2 Marks]

1. Does  a vibrating source always produce sound? Why?

2. An explosion occurs inside a lake. What type of waves are produced inside
the water?

3.  Why astronauts cannot talk on the moon to each other as on earth?

4. In which medium, do the sound wave travels fast? Explain the reason.

5. Sound can be heard over longer distance on a rainy day, why?

6. From where the energy is supplied for the propagation of waves on the
surface of water?

7. Study the waveforms shown below and answer the following questions.

(i) Which waveform has higher pitch?

(ii) What is the relation between their loudness?
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8. Wave motion is a doubly periodic phenomenon. Explain.

9. Define (i) Period of oscillation (ii) Frequency of oscillation.

10. Define (i) Periodic motion   (ii) Oscillatory motion.

11. In a sound wave, a displacement node is a pressure antinode & vice versa
Explain.

12. Why sound waves are longitudinal waves?

13. Transverse waves are possible in solids but not in fluids, explain.

14. Distinguish between transverse & longitudinal waves.

15. Explain, why the velocity of sound in moist air is greater than it's velocity in
dry air?

16. On which factors loudness of a note depends?

17. State the advantages of diatomic scale.

18. Define (i) Musical sound (ii) Noise.

19. A violin note & sitar note may have the same frequency yet we can
distinguish between the two notes, why?

20. Define (i) Harmony (ii) Melody.
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SOUND WAVES

CHAPTER — 6           S.A.II [3 Marks]

1. State any six characteristics of transverse wave.2. State any six
characteristics of longitudinal wave.

3. Derive the relation between velocity, frequency and wavelength of a wave.

4. Explain why Newton’s formula fails to determine the exact value of velocity
of sound in air.

5. Explain Laplace's correction to Newton’s formula for the velocity of sound
in a gas.

6.  Show that velocity of sound increases by 0.61 m/s for one degree rise in
temperature.
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SOUND WAVES

CHAPTER — 6           L.A. [5 Marks]

1. State Newton’s formula for velocity of sound is gas. Discuss Laplace’s
correction. What is the effect of temperature on the velocity of sound in
air?

2. Define velocity, frequency and wavelength of a wave. Derive the relation
between them.

3. State Newton’s formula to determine velocity of sound in a gas. State the
assumptions made by Newton. Explain Laplace’s correction to Newton’s
formula.

4. State Newton’s formula for velocity of sound in a gas. Discuss Laplace’s
correction. Show that velocity of sound is independent of pressure.

5. State Newton’s formula for velocity of sound in gas. Discuss Laplace’s
correction. What is the effect of humidity on the velocity of sound in air ?

6. Using formula V =  explain why the speed of sound in air (i) is

independent of pressure (ii) increases with temperature  (iii) increases with
humidity.
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1. Two blocks of ice when pressed together join to form one block because...

A) of heat produced during pressing B) of cold produced during pressing

C) it is independent of pressure D)  melting point of ice decreases with
increase of pressure

2. A graph is plotted taking the temperature in Fahrenheit along Y-axis and the
corresponding temperature in Celsius along X-axis. Then the graph will
be...

A) circle

B) parabola

C) a straight line passing through the origin

D) a straight line having a positive intercept on the Y-axis.

3. Temperature of a patient is 400 C. His temperature on Fahrenheit scale will be..

A) 1040 F B) 720 F

C) 960 F D)  1000 F

4. Which of the following graph represents the relation

        TF  =    tc +  32 ?

A)                     B)                                         C)                                D)

THERMAL EXPANSION

CHAPTER — 7   M.C.Q. [1 Mark]
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5. Two rods, one hollow & the other solid, made of the same material have the
same length of 20 cm and radius of 2 cm. When their temperatures are
increased through the same amount of 500

 C, their expansion ratio Eh : Es

will be....

A)  1:8 B) 1 : 4

C)  1:1 D) 1:2

6. A bimetallic strip consisting of metals x and y is mounted rigidly at the base as
shown in the figure. The co-efficient of linear expansion of x is more than
that of y. If the bimetallic strip  is kept in a cold bath then, ....

A)   it will bend towards right

B)  it will bend towards left

C) it will not shrink

D) it will neither bend nor shrink

7. Two rods, one of aluminium and the other of steel, having initial lengths L1 & L2

are connected together to form a single rod of length (L1 + L2). The co-
efficients of linear expansion of aluminium & steel are  respectively..
If the length of each rod increases by the same amount, when their

temperatures are raised 1 oC then the ratio   will be

A)  B)  C)  D)  

8. A beaker is completely filled with water at 40 C, it will overflow

A)   when cooled but not when heated

B)  when heated but not when cooled

C)  when heated or cooled

D) even if it is kept at the same temperature
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9. The co-efficient of volume expansion of a  solid is x times its co-efficient of areal
expansion . What is the value of x ?

A)   1.5 B) 2

C)  2.5 D) 3

10. A lead bullet moving with velocity v strikes a wall and stop. If 50% of its energy
is converted into heat, then what will be the increase in temperature?

A)  

B)  

C) 

D) 

11. The pressure at the triple point of water is...

A)   4.08 mm of mercury B)  4.28 mm of mercury

C)  4.38 mm of mercury D)  4.58 mm of mercury

12. Two rods (one straight & one semi circular) of the same material and of the
same cross sectional area are joined as shown in figure. The points A and
B are maintained at different temperatures. What is the ratio of heat
transferred through the semicircular rod to that through the straight rod in
a given time?

A)  1 : π B)  2 : π

C)    π : 2 D)   π : 3

v2
s

v2
s
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13. A copper rod of length L, cross sectional area A and thermal conductivity K
joins two reservoirs kept at 900 C and 300C. If the length of the copper rod
is made half and its area of cross section is doubled, then the thermal
conductivity of the rod will be

A) K/2 B) 2K

C)  K D)  √K

14. The inside and outside temperatures of a room are 300C and 400C respectively.
By using the air conditioner the inside temperature of the room is
decreased from 300C to 200C i.e the temprature difference is doubled. Then
the thermal conductivity of the walls of the room will....

A)  be doubled B)  be halved

C)  remain the same D)  be four times

15. Five rods of the same dimensions are arranged as shown in the figure. They
have thermal conductivities k1, k2, k3, k4, k5 respectively. When points A and
B are maintained at different temperatures, no heat flows through the
central rod if..

A)  k1/k5 = k2 / k3

B) k1 k4 = k2 k3

C)  k1 k2 = k3 k4

D)  k1 = k4 and k2 = K3

16.  Infrared radiation is detected by a...

K5
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A)  Photometer B)  Spectrometer

C)  Pyrometer D)  Nanometer

17. A beaker full of boiling water is kept in a room. It cools from 1000 C 900 C in t1

minutes, from 900C to 800C in t2 minutes & from 800C to 700C in t3 minutes
then,

A)  t1 > t2 > t3 B)  t1 = t2 = t3

C)  t1 < t2 < t3 D)  t1 > t2 < t3

18. Which of the following curve is a cooling curve?

A) B)

C) D)

19. Equal volumes of two liquids are filled in two similar calorimeters. The rate of
cooling will...

A) depend on the nature of the liquids

B)  depend on the specific heats of a liquids

C) be same for both the liquids

D)  depend on the mass of the liquids
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THERMAL EXPANSION

CHAPTER — 7                        V.S.A. [1 Mark]

1. Which thermometers are used to measure temperature near ice point?

2. Which type of material (wire) is used in resistance thermometer?

3. Mercury boils at 3670C, then how mercury thermometers can measure the
temperatures up to 500 0C ?

4. State the use of resistance thermometer?

5. State the importance of gas thermometer?

6. State the relation between Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin scale of
temperature.

7. At which temperature, water has maximum density?

8. State the relation between principle & molar specific heats?

9. Define Triple point of water.

10. Define steady state.

11. What type of materials are used for the handles of cooking pots?

12.  Which material is a bad conductor of electricity but good conductor of
heat?

13.  Why ice is packed in saw dust? Explain.

14.  A metal disc has a hole in it. What happens to size of the hole when disc is
heated uniformly?

15. Which thermometer is more sensitive? Mercury or gas thermometer.

16. Is the value of temperature co-efficient always positive?
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17. Which range of temperature can you measure using platinum resistance
thermometer?

18. Which range of temperature  can you measure using pyrometers?

19.  Can a substance contract on heating? Give example.
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THERMAL EXPANSION

CHAPTER — 7                        S.A.Ι. [2 Marks]

1. Why platinum wire is used in resistance thermometer?

2. What are different scales of thermometer? State the relation between them.

3. Explain temperature & heat with example.

4. State ideal gas equation and S.I. unit of universal gas constant (R).

5. Explain anomalous behaviour of water.

6. Obtain the relation between the co-efficient of linear expansion & areal
expansion of solid.

7. Define principle specific heats.

8. Define molar specific heats.

9. Define (i)  Latent heat of fusion (ii)  Latent heat of vaporisation.

10. Define (i) Melting point (ii) Boiling point.

11. Define (i) Isolated system (ii) Calorimeter.

12.  State the factors on which the quantity of heat conducted (Q) through metal
rod in steady state depends on ?

13. Define (i) Conduction (ii) Convection of heat.

14. Define (i) Conduction (ii) Radiation of heat.

15. Classify the following materials into good and bad conductors of heat.
Copper, Wood,Glass, Platinum.

16. Classify the following materials into good & bad conductors of heat. Air,
Paper, Aluminium, Steel.

17. Why metals are good conductors of heat as well as electricity, explain.

18. Arrange the following materials in the decreasing order of their coefficients
of thermal conductivities – Air, Glass, Water, Brass.

19.  Arrange the following materials in the decreasing order of their co-efficients
of thermal conductivities – Silver, Aluminium, Steel, Copper.

20. State Newton’s law of cooling and state its formula.

21.  Give reason – Handles of cooking pots are of material other than metals.
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22. A brass tumbler feels much colder than wooden tray on a chilly day, explain.

23. Give reason – Glass beakers crack when hot water is poured in it.

24. Give reason – Stainless steel cooking pan is fitted with copper bottom.

25. If a door of refrigerator is kept open, will the room becomes cool or hot,
explain.
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THERMAL EXPANSION

CHAPTER — 7                    S.A.ΙΙ.  [3 Marks]

1. Derive ideal gas equation  PV = nRT

2. Derive an expression for coefficient of thermal condutivity.
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THERMAL EXPANSION

CHAPTER — 7                          L.A. [5 Marks]

1. Define coefficient of linear expansion of solid. State its unit and prove that
∝ =

 2. Define coefficient areal expansion of solid. State its unit and prove that
              =
3. Define coefficient of superficial expansion of solid. State its unit and prove

that v =
4. Explain what is meat by coefficient of linear (∝), superticial ( ) and cubical

expansion (  ) of a solid. State their units and find the relation between
them.

5. Define the coefficient of thermal conductivity. State its SI unit and obtain the
dimensions of coefficient of thermal conductivity.

6. Explain conduction & radiation of heat.
7. Explain convection of heat.
8. Explain convection current.
9. A cylindrical metallic rod in thermal contact with two reservoirs of heat at its

two ends conducts an amount of heat Q in time ‘t’. The metallic rod is
melted & the material is formed into a rod of half the radius of the original
rod. Calculate the amount of heat conducted by the new rod, when placed
in thermal contact with  the two reservoirs in time t ?

Lt- Lo

LoT

At - Ao

A0t

Vt - Vo

V0t
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT

CHAPTER — 8                     M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1. A glass plate has thicknesst  t and refractive index µ. At what angle of incidence
(from air), the reflected  and refracted rays by plate be perpendicular to
each other?

A)  sin-1 (µ) B) cos-1 (µ)

C)  cot-1 (µ) D) tan-1 (µ)

2. The time required to pass the light through a glass slab of 2 mm thick (µg = 1.5)
is

A)  10-5 s B) 10-9 s

C)  10-11 s D) 10-13 s

3.  A certain prism has ability to produce a minimum deviation of 380. It produces a
deviation of 440 when the angle of incidence is either 420 or 620. The refractive
index of the material of prism is

A)  1.33 B) 1.51

C)  1.62 D)  1.732

4. For a ray refracted through a prism, the angle of incidence is equal to angle of
emergence, each equal to 450. The refractive index of material of prism is

A)  1.414 B) 1.5

C)  1.6 D)  1.732

5. The maximum value of index of refraction of a material of a prism which allows
the passage of light through it when the refracting angle of prism is A, is

A)  B)  

C)  D)   

1+ sin2 A/2 1+ cos2 A/2

1+ tan2 A/2 1+ cot2 A/2
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6. Monochromatic light is refracted from air into the glass of refractive index µ. The
ratio of the wavelength of incident and refracted waves (rays) is

A)  1:µ B) 1:µ2

C)  µ : 1 D)  µ2: 1

7. A light ray from air is incident as shown in figures at one end of a glass fibre of
refractive index 1.5 making an angle of 600 on the lateral surface, so that it
undergoes a total internal reflection. The time it would take to traverse the
straight fibre of length 1 km is

A)  3.33 µs B)  3.85 µs

C)  5.77 µs D)  6.67 µs

8. White light is incident on the interface of glass and air as shown. If green light is
just totally internally  reflected then the emerging ray in air contains

A)  yellow, orange, red

B)  violet, indigo, blue

D)  all colours

C) all colours except green

9. Light travels in two media A and B with speeds 1.8 x 108 m/s and 2.4 x 108 m/s
respectively. Then the vertical angle between them is

A) sin-1 (2/3) B) tan-1 (2/3)

C) sin-1 (3/4) D)  tan-1 (3/4)

10 . A ray of light is incident at glass-water
interface at an angle i. If it emerges finally
parallel to surface of water then µg is

 A) (4/3) sini B) 1/sini

 C) (4/3) cosi D)  1/ cosi
i
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11. A ray of light travelling in water is incident on its surface open to air. The angle
of incidence is θ which is less than the critical angle, then there will be

A) only a reflected ray and not refracted ray.

B) only a refracted ray and not reflected ray.

C) a reflected ray, a refracted ray and angle between them would be less than
(180 - 2θ).

D) a reflected ray, a refracted ray and angle between them would be greater than
(180 -2θ).

12. A prism having an angle A = 40 and refractive index 1.5 is located in front of a
vertical plane mirror as shown. The total angle through which the ray is
deviated after reflection from the mirror is

A) 1780

B) 1760

C) 1.750

D) 1.740

13. A  green light is incident from the water to air-water interface at the critical angle
θ. Select the correct statement.

A)  The entire spectrum of visible light will come out of the water at various angles to
the normal.

B) The entire spectrum of visible light will come out of the water at an angle of 900 to
the normal.

C) The spectrum of visible light whose frequency is less than that of green light will
come out to the air medium.

A

40

900
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D) The spectrum of visible light whose frequency is more than that of green light will
come  to the air medium .

14. For a rectangular glass slab, refraction takes place at two interfaces (air glass
and glass- air)  there is

A) only deviation B) deviation with lateral shift

C) only lateral shift D) no deviation and lateral shift

15. If Vg, Vw and Vd represent the velocities of light in glass, water and diamond
respectively, then

A) vg < vd < vw B) vw < vg < vd

C) vd < vg  < vw D) vw < vd  < vg

16. The refractive indices of water and glass w.r.t (with respect to) air are 1.333 and
1.5 respectively. The refractive index of glass w.r.t. water will be

A) 5/9 B) 8/9

C) 9/8 D) 9/5

17.  A ray of light travels from air to glass. It is found that the angle of refraction is
half the angle of incidence. Then the angle of refraction is

A) r = cos-1 (µ/2) B) r = sin-1 (µ/2)

C) r = sin-1 ( ) D) r = cos-1 ( )

18. Monochromatic light of frequency 5x1014 Hz travelling in vacuum enters a
medium of refractive index 1.5. Its wavelength in medium is

A) 4000 A B) 5000 A

C) 5500 A D) 6000 A

0                                                                                                               0

0                                                                                                               0
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19.  A graph shows the relation between angle of incidence and angle of refraction.
If the speed of light in the medium is ‘nc’ then value of n is  (c is speed of
light in air)

A) 2 B) 1.5

C) 2 -1 D) 3-1/2
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT

CHAPTER — 8                        V.S.A. [1 Mark]

1. Draw a  neat ray diagram to understand laws of refraction.
2. Draw a neat ray diagram to deduce prism formula.
3. Draw a neat ray diagram to study total internal reflection.
4. Draw a neat ray diagram to study critical angle.
5. Draw a neat ray diagram to study deviation without dispersion through a

prism.
6. Draw a neat ray diagram to study dispersion without deviation through a

prism.
7. Draw a neat ray diagram to study primary rainbow.
8. Draw a neat ray diagram to study secondary rainbow.
9. Draw a neat ray diagram to study reddish colour of sun just before sunset

and just after sunrise.
10. Draw a neat diagram to understand dispersion of light through prism.
11. Draw a neat diagram to understand application of total internal retlection in

optical fibre.
12. Draw a diagram to study mirage. (TIR)
13. For a prism, draw a graph to understand variation between angle of

deviation and angle of incidence.
14. Draw a ray diagram to study reflection (scattering) of parallel beam of light

from a rough surface.
15. State the law concerned with intensity of scattered light and wavelength.
16. Define refractive index of material medium in terms of velocity.
17. State Snell’s law of refraction  of light.
18.  State the principle of reversibility of light.
19. State the conditions for total internal reflection.
20. State any two applications of total internal reflection.
21. State any two uses of optical tibre.
22. State Rayleigh’s law of scattering of light.
23. When light undergoes refraction, what happens to its frequency?
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24. How does the frequency of beam of ultraviolet light change when it travels
from air to glass?

25. Refractive index of glass for light of yellow, green and red colours are µy, µg
and µr respectively, Rearrange these symbols in increasing order of
values.

26. In which direction relative to normal, does a ray of light bend when it enters
obliquely in a medium in which its speed is reduced?

27. A glass lens of refractive index 1.5 is placed in a trough of liquid. What must
be the refractive index of the liquid in order to make the lens disappear?

28. When light undergoes refraction at the surface of separation of two media,
what happens to its wavelength in second medium?

29. What are the factors on which the lateral displacement of an incident ray
depends as it suffers refraction through a glass slab?

30. What is deviation produced by refraction at a single refracting surface?
31. What is the deviation  produced by reflection from a a plane surface (in the

same medium)?
32. Which has greater critical angle: water air interface, diamond air interface?
33. With the help of a ray diagram show the dispersion of white light passing

through a prism into colours : violet, yellow and red.
34. The ray diagram shows a ray of white light incident of a prism and the

emergent rays of red (R), yellow (Y), and blue (B) light, State giving reason,
which of the emergent rays is drawn wrongly?

35. A ray of monochromatic light travelling through air of wavelength 6000  A
enters a medium of refractive index µ. What is the wavelength of refracted
ray?

36. The bubbles of air rising up in a water tank appear silvery when viewed from
top, why?

o
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37. Why is there no dispersion of light refracted through a rectangular glass
slab?

38. The critical angle for glass air interface, glass water interface, diamond –
glass interface are C1, C2, and C3 respectively.  Arrange these values in
decreasing order.

39. What is the total angle of deviation after refraction through a prism?
40. If a white beam of light is incident on a hollow prism of glass, does light

emerging from prism give a  spectrum?
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT

CHAPTER — 8                       S.A.I. [2 Marks]

1. State a) Snell's law, b) the principle of reversibility of light.

2. Define critical angle. State the relation between critical angle and refractive
index.

3. Discuss the construction and working of the optical fibre.

4. Define a) angular dispersion b) dispersive power

5. Define angular dispersion and derive an expression for it.

6. Define dispersive power and derive an expression for it.

7. Explain deviation without dispersion for prisms.

8. Explain dispersion without deviation for prisms.

9. Explain with neat ray diagram the primary rainbow.

10. Explain with neat ray diagram the secondary rainbow.

11. Explain total internal reflection in mirage.

12. Why does the sky appears blue during the day?

13. Explain why the sun appears orange-reddish in colour just before sunset
and just after sunrise.

14. State importance of Raman effect.

15. A fish under water is viewing obliquely at a fisherman standing on the bank
of lake. Does the man look taller or shorter than what he actually is?

16.  The refractive index of diamond is much greater than ordinary glass. Does
this fact is useful in a diamond cutter? OR Explain brilliance of diamonds.

17. Why is violet colour seen at the bottom of the spectrum when white light is
displaced by a prism?
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18. State the reason for the following observations from the surface of moon,
(i)sky appears dark and (ii) rainbow is never formed.

19. Explain why white light is dispersed when passing through a prism.

20. A monochromatic ray of light falls on a glass prism in such a way that the
deviation of the emergent ray is minimum for the prism. Draw the ray
diagram for this case and write the relation between the angle of incidence
and angle of emergence.

21.  A ray of light falls on a transparent right-angled isosceles glass prism of
refractive index  . Draw the ray diagram for this prism and when incident
ray falls normally on one of the equal sides of the prism.

22. A crack on a glass window pane appears silvery, why?

23. In the following figure a ray PQ is incident on prism ABC. Show the
corresponding refracted and emergent rays. The critical angle for the
material of the prism is 450. What is the refractive index of the material of
the prism?

24.  A ray of light when moves from denser to rarer medium undergoes total
internal reflection. Derive the expression for critical angle in terms of speed
of light in respective media.
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT

CHAPTER — 8                      S.A.II. [3 Marks]
1. Explain with the help of neat diagram, the total internal reflection.
2. For a prism obtain the relation between angle of incidence (i) emergence (e),

deviation (δ) and refracting angle of prism (A).
3. Define angular dispersion and dispersive power. Obtain the relation

between them.
4. Write the relation between the angle of incidence (i), the angle of prism (A),

the angle of emergence (e) and the angle of deviation (δ), for the rays
(monochromatic) undergoing refraction through a prism. What is the
relation between < i and < e for rays undergoing minimum deviation?
Using this relation, write the expression for refractive index ( )of the
material of a prism in terms of < A and angle of minimum deviation (δm).

5. Give reasons for the following observations made from earth except at
poles i) Sun is visible before the actual sunrise. ii) Sun looks reddish just
before sunset and just after sunrise.

6. State Snell’s law of refraction of light. Explain deviation without dispersion
though prisms.

7. Define critical angle. Obtain an expression for angle of minimum deviation
through a thin prism.

8. Explain primary and secondary rainbows.
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT

CHAPTER — 8                          L.A. [5 Marks]
 1. With neat ray diagram derive prism formula for refractive index of glass.  Or

With the help a graph, show the angle of deviation δ with the variation of
angle of incidence ‘i’, for a monochromatic ray of light passing through a

prism of refraction angle ‘A’, deduce the relation µ =  

2. (a) Explain deviation without dispersion, through prisms. b) Derive an
expression for refractivity of the material of (thin) prism. C) What is
dispersion of light?

3. (a) With the help of neat ray diagram explain total internal reflection (b)
Explain dispersion without deviation through prisms.

4. (a) Define critical angle. Obtain the relation for the same (b) Explain primary
and secondary rainbow.

5. (a) Define angular dispersion and derive an expression for it. (b) Define
dispersive power and derive an expression for it. (c) Explain application of
total internal reflection in mirage.

6. (a) Discuss the construction and working of optical fibre. (b) For a prism
obtain the relation between angle of incidence, emergence, deviation and
refracting angle of prism.

7. With neat ray diagram for a prism prove the relation i+e = A + δ where the
symbols have their usual meanings. If  the refracted ray in prism is parallel
to its base, obtain an expression for angle of emergence.
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RAY OPTICS

CHAPTER — 9                     M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1. A glass convex lens (µ9 = 1.5) has a local length of 8 cm when placed in air. What
would be the local length of the lens when immersed in water (µw = 1.33)?

A) 2 m B) 32 cm
C) 16 cm D) 4 cm

2. The ray diagram could be correct
A)  if µ1 = µ2 = µ9

B)  if µ1 = µ2 and µg< µ2

C) if µ1 = µ2 and µg > µ2

D) if µ1 = µ2 and µ1< µg

3. Focal length of a convex lens will be maximum for
A) blue light B) yellow light
C) green light D) red light

4. An equiconvex lens of glass of focal length 0.1 m is cut along a plane
perpendicular to its principal axis into two equal parts. The ratio of focal
lengths of two lenses formed is

A) 2 :1/2 B) 2:1
C) 1:1 D) 1:2

5. The power of a thin glass lens ( µ  = 1.5)  in air is - 5 D. If it is immersed in a liquid
of refractive index µ 1 = 1.7 , its power will be

A) + 4D B) +2D
C) -2D D)  -4D

6. A slide projector gives magnification of 10. If a slide of dimensions 3 cm x 2 cm
is projected on screen, the area of the image on screen is

A) 25 cm2 B) 36 cm2

C) 300 cm2 D)  600 cm2

7. A double convex thin lens made of glass (µ  = 1.5)  has both radii of curvature of
magnitude 20 cm. Incident light rays parallel to the axis of  lens will
converge at a distance L such that

µ 9U1
U2
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A) L = 40 cm B) L = 20 cm
C)  L = 10 cm D)  L = 20/3 cm = 6.67 cm

8. The image formed by an objective of a compound microscope is
A) virtual and diminished B) real and diminished
C) real and enlarged D)  virtual and enlarged

9. When monochromatic red light is used instead of blue light in a convex lens, its
focal length will

A)  increase B) decrease
C)  remain same D)  not depend on colour of light

10. Two lenses of powers -15 D and + 5 D are in contact with each other. The focal
length of combination is

A) – 20 cm B)  – 10 cm
C)  + 10 cm D)  + 20 cm

11. When the object is anywhere between pole P of convex mirror and infinity, the
image is

A)  virtual, erect and diminished B) real, erect and diminished
C)  virtual, inverted and diminished D) real, erect and magnified

12. When two lenses of focal lengths, f1 and f2 are in contact, the effective focal
length ‘f’ is given by

A) f = f1+ f2 B)  f =   f1 -  f2

C)     =     + D)       =     -

13. For a concave mirror, if the object is within focal length, its image is
A)  real, erect and magnified B) virtual, erect and magnified
C)  real, erect and diminished D) virtual, inverted and magnified

14. For a concave mirror, if the object is at focal point F, the image is
A)  virtual and at the focal point       B) virtual and at infinity (imperceptible)
C)  real and  at the focal point       D) real and at infinity.

15. When the object is beyond the focal length of a concave mirror, the image
formed is

A)  real, erect and magnified B) real, erect and diminished
C)  real, inverted and magnified D) virtual, inverted and magnified

16. The study of light is called ray optics, if we do 'not' consider the effect of

1        1       1

f         f1      f2

1         1       1

  f         f1       f2
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A)  polarisation B) reflection
C)  refraction D) diffraction

17. For a convex mirror, if the object is at infinity, the image is
A)  virtual, inverted and magnified B)  real, inverted and magnified
C)  real, erect and magnified D) virtual, erect and diminished

18. The magnifying power of a simple microscope lies between  and

A)  - 1 B)  - 

C)  1 + D)  1  +   

19. In compound microscope, the linear magnification produced by the
objective is

A) B)

C) D)

 u0  -  f0 u0  +  f0

     f0      f0

     f0       f0

 u0  -  f0 u0  +  f0
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RAY OPTICS

CHAPTER — 9                       V.S.A. [1 Mark]

1. For a spherical mirror system, define (each 1 mark)
A) Principal axis
B) Optical centre
C) Radius of curvature
D) Pole
E) Focal point
F) Focal plane

2. What is distance of distinct vision (DDV)?
3. Define magnifying power of simple microscope.
4. Define magnifying power of compound microscope.
5. Define magnifying power of telescope.
6. Why must both the objective and eyepiece of a compound microscope have

short focal length?
7. Why we can’t use a convex lens of smaller focal length as a simple microscope?
8. List any two advantages of a reflecting telescope.
9. Draw the ray diagram for image formation in simple microscope.
10. Draw the ray diagram for image formation in compound microscope.
11. Draw the ray diagram for image formation in telescope (refracting).
12. Draw the ray diagram to study refraction at a single curved/spherical surface.
13. Draw the ray diagram to obtain mirror equation.
14. Draw the ray diagram to obtain lens maker's equation.
15. Draw the ray diagram to study conjugate foci.
16. What is myopia?
17. What is hypermetropia?
18. Draw the ray diagram for reflecting telescope.
19. Why the focal length of a convex lens is always positive?
20. How does the power of a convex lens vary, if the incident red light is replaced

by violet light?
21. A lens has different radii of curvatures and its focal length is 'f'. If its both the

surfaces are interchanged, what will be the effect on its focal length?
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22. An equi-convex lens has refractive index 1.5. What is its focal length in terms of
radius of curvature?

23. Two telescopes have the same magnifying power, but the diameters of their
apertures are different. What will be the difference in the final images
formed by them?

24. For which colour the magnifying power of a simple microscope is highest? For
which colour it is lowest?

25.  Why the focal length of concave lens is always negative?
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RAY OPTICS

CHAPTER — 9                        S.A.I. [2 Marks]

1. Explain myopia and hypermetropia.

2. List  four advantages of a reflecting telescope.

3. A converging lens of refractive index 1.5 is kept in a liquid medium having
same refractive index. What is the focal length of the lens in this medium?

4. Draw a neat labelled ray diagram for compound microscope.

5. Draw a neat labelled ray diagram for refracting telescope.

6. Why do the objects to be viewed through a compound microscope must be
brightly illuminated?

7. Discuss the system, which uses two thin convex lenses in contact.

8. Explain with ray diagram the concept of conjugate foci.

9. State the New Cartesian sign conventions used in optics.

10.  Define (a) principal axis (b) optical centre.

11. An object is placed at the principal focus of a concave lens of focal length
‘f’. Where will be its image formed?

12. A diverging lens of focal length ‘F’ is cut into two identical parts, each
forming a plano-concave lens. What is the focal length of each part?

13.  The radii of curvature of both the surfaces of a  convex lens are equal. If
one of the surfaces is made plane by grinding, then will the fotal length of
lens change? Will the power change?

14.  Violet light is incident on a thin convex lens. If this light is replaced by red
light, explain with reason, how the power of a lens would change?

15. A converging and a diverging lens of equal focal lengths are placed co-
axially in contact. Find the power and focal length of the combination.
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RAY OPTICS

CHAPTER — 9                      S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. Show that a convex lens produces N-times magnified image when the
object distances, from the lens, have magnitudes (f+ ),  where ‘f’ is the
magnitude of the focal length of the lens. Hence find the two values of
object distance, for which a convex lens of power 2.5 D will produce an
image that is four times as large as the object?

2. Draw a labelled ray diagram for the formation of image in a compound
microscope. Write the expression for its magnifying power.

3. Draw a labelled ray diagram for the formation of final image of a distant
object using an astronomical telescope. Define its magnifying power.

4. A double convex lens, made from a material of refractive index  1 is
immersed in a liquid of refractive index 2.  What change if any, would
occur in the nature of the lens?

5. Derive the mirror formula which gives the relation between f, v, and u.
6. With a ray diagram describe reflecting telescope.
7. Derive an expression for refraction at a single spherical (curved) surface.

8. Assuming an expression          -        =                , derive lens maker’s equation.

9. Define magnifying power of a simple microscope. Draw a ray diagram for
the same. Write mathematical expression for it.

   V                      R
2    1          2   1
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RAY OPTICS

CHAPTER — 9                          L.A. [5 Marks]

1. a) Derive the mirror formula (equation) which gives the relation between f, v and
u with their usual meanings.

    b) Explain the principle of conjugate foci.

2.  With the help of a ray diagram, show the formation of image of a point object by
refraction of light at a spherical surface separating two media of refractive
indices µ1 and  µ2 (µ2  > µ1) respectively. Using this diagram,

  derive the relation        -          =               OR (a) Derive the relation for

refraction at a single spherical (curved) surface. (b) Write the sign

conventions used. What happens to the focal length of convex lens when
it is immersed in water?

3. Draw a ray diagram for formation of image of a point object by a thin double
convex lens having radii of curvature R1 and  R2. Hence derive lens maker'
s equation for a double convex lens. State the assumptions made and sign
conventions used. OR Using the relation for refraction at a single spherical
refraction at a single spherical refracting surface, derive the lens maker’s
formula (equation). Mention the assumptions made and sign conventions
used.

4. Draw the ray diagram for the formation of image by a compound microscope.
Derive an expression for its total magnification (or magnifying power)
when the final image is formed (at the near point). Why both objective and
eyepiece must have their focal lengths short?

5. Describe an astronomical telescope and derive (find) an expression for its
magnifying power.

6. What is simple microscope ? With suitable ray diagram obtain an expression for
its magnifying power. Draw a schematic diagram of reflecting telescope.

7. Draw the schematic diagram of reflecting telescope and explain its working.
Why do the objects to be viewed through a compound microscope must
be brightly illuminated?

µ2      µ1      µ2 − µ1

 V       u           R
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ELECTROSTATICS

  CHAPTER — 10 M. C. Q. [1 Mark]

1. A charge P repels a charge Q and it attracts a charge R. The charge  R repels a
charge S. If S is positively charged,  then charge on Q

A) is negative B) is positive

C) is neutral D) cannot be predicted

2. Two point charges 64 µC and -36 µC  are 2 cm apart from each other in air. The
position of the point where the resultant intensity of electric field will be
zero is at

A)  6 cm from 64 µC

B)  6 cm from (-36) µC

C)  4 cm from 64 µC

D) 4 cm from -36 µC

3. A particle of mass m and charge q is released from rest in uniform electric field
E. The kinetic energy of particle after time ‘t’ is

A) B)

C) D)

4. Electrostatic potential due to an electric dipole at a point on its axis 5 cm from its
centre is 20 V. The intensity of electric field at the same point due to this
dipole is

A)  20  V/m B) 8 V/m

C) 800 V/m D) 300 V/m

5. The work done in assembling three charged particles  6 µc, 7 µc and 8 µc at the
vertices of an equilateral triangle of side 3 cm is

A)  53.4 J B) 43. 8 J

C) 38.4J D) 26. 9J

6. An electric dipole of moment P lying in uniform electric field E is in equilibrium
position. The work done in rotating the dipole through an angle 600 with
field is

qem q2 e2 t2

 2t                                                                                                            m
q2et   q2 e2 t2

 2m                                                                                                           2m
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A)  PE B)  

C) 2 PE D) 

7. Equal charges q each are placed at the vertices P and Q  of an equilateral
triangle PQR of side l.  Each charge produces electric field intensity E at
third vertex R, then resultant intensity at R will be

A)  E B)  2 E

C)  3 E D)  E

8. The SI unit of electric flux is

A) Nm2 C-2 B)  Vm

C) NC-1 D)  JC-1

9. The SI unit of permittivity is

A)  N - m2 /C -2 B) N / m2 C-2

C)  C2/ N D) C2/ Nm2

10. The SI unit of electric flux is same as that of

A) B)

C) D)  0

11. Two identical, small, spherical conductors are separated by some distance.
Initially, they carry equal but opposite charges and the force between them
is F. Then, half of the charge on one conductor is transferred to the other.
The force between them now is

A)    F B) F

C)    F D) F

12. An electric dipole when experiences minimum torque, the angle between its
dipole moment and electric field will be

A)  900 B) 450

C) 600 D) zero

13. A metal sheet is placed between two charges apart from each other. The force
between the charges

A)  will increase

 0
0q

0

q

q
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B) will decrease

C)  will remain the same

D) may increase or decrease depending on thickness of sheet.

14. A proton kept in an electric field moves

A)  from higher potential region to lower potential region

B) from lower potential region to higher potential region

C) with zero velocity

D) perpendicular to electric field

15. The angle between electric dipole moment and the electric field due to dipole
on the axial line is

A)  zero B) 450

C) 900 D) 1800

16. An electric dipole is kept in a non-uniform electric field. It will experience

A)  a force and torque.

B) a force but not torque

C) torque but no force

D) neither force nor torque

17. An electric dipole placed in a uniform electric field E will have mimimum
potential energy if the angle made by dipole moment with E is

A)  zero B) π/2

C) π D) 2 π

18. Electric field can deflect

A)  x-rays

B) gamma rays

C)  neutrons

D)  - particles

19. Six charges are arranged at the vertices of regular hexagon as shown is fig.
(a). The resultant force is directed from o to c. If the positions of the
charges are changed as shown in fig. (b). The resultant force will be
directed from
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A)  0 to a

B) 0 to b

C)  0 to c

D) 0 to d
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ELECTROSTATICS

CHAPTER — 10                       V.S.A. [1 Mark.]

1. Define
I) Coulomb's law
II) Intensity of electric field
III) Principle of superposition of forces.
IV) Electric potential
V) Electric potential gradient
VI) Electric dipole moment
VII) Electric line of force
VIII) Volt
IX) Electron volt
X) Dielectric constant of medium

2. What is the nature of electrostatic force between two point electric charges q1

and q2 if q1+q2 > 0 ?
3. The following figure shows the electric field lines

on a positive charge. Is the work done by the
field in moving a test charge B to A, positive or
negative?

4. A metallic sphere is
placed in a uniform
electric field. Which
one of the paths a, b,
c and d shown in the
figure will be followed
by the field lines and
why?
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5. The  dimensions of an atom are of the order of Angstroms. Thus there must
be large electric field between protons and electrons. Why there is an
electrostatic field inside a conductor is zero?

6.  The distance of the field point, on the axis of a small electric dipole is
halved. By what factor does the electric potential due to the dipole
change?

7. The distance of the field point, on the axis of a small electric dipole is
doubled. By what factor will the electric potential due to the dipole
change?

8. Two protons are brought nearer, what will be the effect on potential energy
of system?

9. Two electrons are brought nearer, how does the potential energy of system
change?

10. Why there is no work done in moving a charge from one point to another on
an equipotential surface?

11. How does the force between two point charges change, if the dielectric
constant of the medium in which they are kept decreases?

12. Force between two point electric charges kept a distance ‘d’ apart in air is F.
If these charges are kept at the same distance in water, how does the force
between them change? [Given : Dielectric constant of water = 80]

13. Name the physical quantity whose SI unit is NC-1

14.  Can electric potential of any point in space be zero while intensity of
electric field at that point is not zero?

16.  Is potential difference a scalar or vector quantity?
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ELECTROSTATICS

CHAPTER — 10  S.A.I. [2 Marks.]

1. State Coulomb's law in electrostatics. Write it in vector form.

2. Explain the concept of linear charge density and surface charge density.

3. State any four properties of lines of force.

4. With the  help of diagram of electric lines of force, explain the concept of uniform
and non-uniform electric field.

5. Define electric dipole. State expression for electric dipole moment and give its SI
unit.

6. Explain the term equipotential surface.

7. State the expression for torque acting  on an electric dipole. Discuss the
necessary conditions for its minimum and maximum value.

8. Define electric potential at a point in an electric field. State the factors on which
electric potential depends.

9. Obtain the relation between electric potential at a point and electric field
intensity.

10. What are equipotential surfaces?

11. Define electric flux and explain in brief, the concept of electric flux.

12. Define surface charge density  and volume charge density. Give expressions
and SI unit of respective terms.
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ELECTROSTATICS

CHAPTER — 10 S.A.II. [3 Marks.]

1. Define electric field intensity. Obtain an expression for electric field intensity due
to a point charge.

2. State the principle of superposition of forces. Derive an expression for resultant
force due to group of charges on a charge.

3. What do you mean by moment of couple of an electric dipole. Derive an
expression for moment of couple acting on an electric dipole in uniform
electric field.

4. Define electrostatic potential energy of a system of point charges. Obtain an
expression for potential energy of a system of two charged particles.

5. Derive a  mathematical expression for the electric potential due to a point
charge.

6. Obtain an expression for electrostatic potential at a point due to ‘n’ number of
identical charges.
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ELECTROSTATICS

CHAPTER — 10 L.A. [5 Marks.]

1. Derive an expression for electrostatic potential at any point due to an electric
dipole. Hence find electric potential at an axial point and and equatorial
point.

2. Describe the concept of charge density according to the dimensions of geom
try of conductors.
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CURRENT ELECTRICITY

CHAPTER — 11   M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1.       Two resistances R1 and R2 are connected in parallel. A potential difference of
V volt is applied to the combination. The ratio of currents through
resistances will be

A)      = B)     =

C)      = D)     =

2.  The variation of current (I) with potential difference (V) for a conductor is as
shown. The slope of the graph gives

A) current through conductor

B) resistance of conductor

C) conductance of conductor

D) specific resistance of conductor

3.  A current of 4.8 A flows in a conductor. The number of electrons crossing any
section normal to the direction of flow of current per second will be

A) 1019 B) 2 x1019

C) 3 x 1019 D) 4 x 1019

4.  Three  conductors each of conductance 4s, 3s and 6s are connected in series.
The effective conductance of the combination will be

A) 7 s B) 9 s

C)  D)  

5.  Which of the following material is a semiconductor?

A) Copper B) Iron

C) Aluminium D) Germanium

 I1         R1 I1       R2

 I2         R2 I2       R1

 I1        R1  + R2 I1          R1

 I2            R1 I2         R1  + R2
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6.   The material having zero resistivity is

A) insulators B) semiconductors

C)  superconductors D)  conductors

7.  Which one of the following is the symbol for a thermistor ?

A) B)

C) D)

8.  A carbon resistor has first three rings of red, orange and yellow colours
respectively. If their order of coloures is revered to yellow, orange and red
respectively then the difference in the value of the resistance of the
resistor will be

A) 4.3 k- B) 320 k--

C) 225 7k- D) zero

9.  The variation in resistance (R) with temperature for a thermistor is as shown.
Which one of them represent a thermistor with NTC?

A) B)

C) D)

10. A cell of emf E is connected across an external resistance R. The potential
difference between the terminals of the cell is found to be V. The internal
resistance (r) of the cell will be
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A)  2 (  ) r B) (E-V) R

C)  ( ) R  D) 2 (  ) R

11. In our home, the meter fixed by electricity board is to measure energy
consumed in unit. One unit is

A) 1 Ah B) 1 Vh

C) 1 KW D) 1 KWh

12. The resistance of an ohmic conductor is independent of

A)  its length B) its cross sectional area

C) the p.d. across it D) its temperature

13. The SI unit of emf is

A) V/m B) V/C

C) J/C D) C/J
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CURRENT ELECTRICITY

CHAPTER — 11   V.S.A.  [1 Mark]

1. Define ohm’s law, specific resistance or resistivity, conductivity , the
temperature coefficient of resistance, critical temperature, super
conductivity, emf of a cell, terminal potential difference of a cell, electric
power.

2. Though we specity the direction of direct current by putting an arrow, why is
it not considered a vector quantity?

3. Is current density a scalar or a vector quantity?
4. When a straight wire of resistance R is bent into U-shape, does its resistance

change?
5. It the radius of a copper wire is doubled, will its specific resistance increase,

decrease or remains same?
6. The graph of current versus

voltage for a given
semiconductor is shown.
Indentify the region, if any, over
which the semiconductor has a
negative resistance.

7. Plot a graph showing the variation of resistance of a conducting wire as a
function of its radius, keeping the length of the wire and its temperature
constant.

8. A uniform wire of resistance 50       is cut into 5 equal parts. These parts are
now connected in parallel. What is the value of equivalent resistance of the
combination?

9. What happens to the power dissipation it  the value of electric current passing
through a conductor of constant resistance is doubled?
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10.  A carbon resistor is marked in colour bands of red, black, orange and silver.
What is the resistance of the resistor?

11. A wire of resistivity  is stretched to double its length. What will be its new
resistivity?

12. The metallic conductor is at temperature θ1 the temperature of metallic
conductor is increased to θ2 How will the product of its resistivity and
conductivity change?

13. Specific resistance of copper, silver and constantan are 1.18 x10-6, 1x10-6,
45x10-6  ohm cm respectively. Which is the best electrical conductor and why?

14. Why the emf of a cell always is greater than its terminal voltage?
15. Two electric bulbs whose resistances are in the ratio 1:2 are connected in

parallel to a source of constant voltage. What will be the ratio of power
dissipated in these wires ?

16. Two light bulbs each of 120 V, one of 25 W and other of 200 W were connected
in series across a 240 V line. One bulb burnt out almost instantaneously.
Which one was burnt and why?

17. A cell of emf ‘E’ and internal resistance ‘r’ draws a current ‘I’. Write the relation
between terminal voltage ‘V’ in terms of E, I and r.

18. On increasing the current drawn from a cell, the net potential difference across
its terminals is lowered, why?

19. State the condition under which the terminal p.d. across a battery and its emf
are equal.

20. Two wires one of manganin and the other of copper have equal length and
equal resistance. Which one of these wire will be thicker?
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CURRENT ELECTRICITY

CHAPTER — 11  S.A.I.  [2 Marks]

1. State ohm’s law and give its limitations.
2. What is an electric resistance? State any three factors on which its value

depends?
3. Explain the concept of drift velocity in brief and state its direction with

respect to the applied electric field.
4. With neat circuit diagram using three resistances connected in parallel,

obtain an expression for effective resistance.
5. Define electrical resistivity of a material. State the factors on which it

depends. Give the relation between electrical resistivity and electrical
conductivity.

6. Plot the variation of resistivity with temperature in case of i) Metals ii)
Semiconductors.

7. Us ing  the express ion  fo r cu rren t (I) in  a com p lete c ircu it ,  I =  , obtain an

expression for internal resistance of a cell.
8. Explain the colour code scheme for resistors.
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CURRENT ELECTRICITY

CHAPTER — 11        S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. Define specific resistance and obtain an expression for it.
2. Define temperature coefficient of resistance. Deduce an expression for it.
3.  Define power in electric circuit. Obtain an expression for it in terms of

potential difference and current. State it SI Unit.
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CURRENT ELECTRICITY

CHAPTER — 11   L.A. [5 Marks]

1. Define i) Emf ii) Potential difference. Explain the application of ohm’s law
applied to a complete circuit.
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MAGNETIC EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

CHAPTER — 12 M.C.Q.  [1 Mark]

1. A Straight wire carrying current is replaced by another wire having diameter
twice the earlier wire carrying same current. The magnetic field at the same
distance from the wire is

A)  twice the earlier value B) one - half of the earlier value

C) one- quarter of the value D) constant.

2. A circular coil A has radius R and current flowing through it is I. Another
circular coil has radius  2 R and if 2 I is the current flowing through it, then
magnetic field at the centre of the circular coil is in the ratio ( BA : BB).

A)  4 :1 B) 1 :1
C) 2 :1 D) 3 :1

3. A and B are two concentric coil carrying currents I, and I2 respectively. If the
ratio of their radii is  1:2 and ratio of the flux densities at the centre due A
and  is 1 :3 then value of I1/ I2 is

A)  B) 
C) D) 

4. A charged particle is moving with velocity V in a magnetic field of induction
B. The force on the particle will be maximum when

A)  V and B are perpendicular
B) V and B are in the same direction
C) V and B are in opposite direction
D) V and B are at angle of 450

5. A wire of length l  metre carrying a current I ampere is bent in the form of a
circle. The magnitude of the magnetic moment is

A) B)
  Il2                                                                                                            Il2

2π                                                                 4π
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C) D)

6. The magnetic field midway between two parallel wires, carrying like currents
I and  2 I is    If the current in the first wire (I) is switched off, the magnetic
field midway between the wires will be

A)    2 B)  

C)  - D) -

7. A long  wire carries a steady current. It is then bent in to circle of one turn
and magnetic held at centre of a coil is B. Then it is bent in to circle of n
turns. Magnetic field at centre of coil will be is

A)  2n2B B) 2nB
C) n2B D) nB

8. A proton moving with velocity of 2.5 x 107 m/s enters a magnetic field of
2.5T making an angle 300 with the magnetic field. The force on the proton is
(Charge on proton = 1.6 x 10 -19 C)

A)   5x10-12 N B) 3x10-12 N
C)  6x10-12 N D) 9x10-12 N

9. Magnetic field at the centre of a coil in the form of a square of side 4 cm
carrying current of 5A is

A)   1.9 x 10-4 T B) 1.42 x 10 -4 T
C)  2.5  x 10 -5 T D) zero

10. The magnetic field at the centre 'O' of the arc as shown in figure are is

A)   9.43 x 10 -6 T
B) 2.54 x 10-3 T
C)  5.82  x 10 -7 T
D) 1.46 x 10-4 T

   I2l                                                                                                            I2l
  2π                                                               4π

4  2
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11. A cell is connected between points A and C of a circular conductor ABCD of
center 'O' with < AOC = 600 as shown in fig. If B1 and B2 are the magnitudes
of magnetic fields at  point 'O' due to the currents in ABC and ADC
respectively, the ratio B1/B2 is

A)   0.2
B)   6
C)   5
D)   1
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1. State the rule which is used to find the direction of magnetic field produced
by current carrying conductor.

2. What will be the direction of magnetic induction at the centre of circular coil
held  in vertical plane carrying current in clockwise direction and
anticlockwise direction with respect to observer?

3. State the relation between magnetic induction at the centre of a circular coil
and current flowing through the coil.

4. What is the relation between current and magnetic induction at a distance
( ) along the axis of a coil having radius (r) and carrying current?

5. Why is a current loop considered a magnetic dipole?

6. Give an expression for Biot- savart's law in vector form.

7. What is the effect of increasing the number of turns of a circular coil on the
magnetic induction at it’s centre?

8. An electric charge is moving with constant velocity in the direction of strong
uniform magnetic induction. What is the force acting  on it ?

9. What will be the direction of moving electric charge in uniform magnetic
field to experience maximum force?

10. A proton is moving along x - axis in a magnetic field acting along y - axis,
show mathematically that force on it acts along z - axis.

11. An electron moving in a straight line enters a uniform magnetic field along
the direction of field.  How will path and velocity change?

12. What is the force acting on a straight conductor carrying current along the
axis of a circular coil carrying current?

13. An electric charge is moving with constant velocity ( ) in magnetic field ( ).

What is the S.I. unit of quantity (  x  )?

14. What is the dimensional formula of magnetic flux?

15. What is magnetic induction at the mid point between two parallel straight
conductors carrying same like currents?

MAGNETIC EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

CHAPTER — 12   V.S.A. [1 Mark]
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16. The current carrying straight conductor having length ‘ ’ is kept along the
axis of a circular coil carrying current, will the force act on straight
conductor? Why?
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MAGNETIC EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

CHAPTER — 12   S.A.I.  [2 Marks]

1. Obtain the relation between current and magnetic flux density at the centre
of a circular coil.

2. Is the current carrying coil is equivalent to magnetic dipole? Explain it with
the help of diagram.

3. Assuming an expression for magnetic induction at a point along the axis of
circular coil, obtain an expression for magnetic indction i) at centre of
circular coil ii) at a point far away from centre of the coil.

4. State an expression for magnitude of magnetic induction at an axial point of
coil. What is the direction of magnetic induction for clockwise current and
anticlockwise current?

5.  A wire loop is formed by joining two
sem ic ircu lar w ires  o f rad i i  R1 and R2

as shown in fig. If the loop carries a
current I, what is the magnetic field
at point ‘O’?

6. State an expression for force acting on current carrying conductor kept in
uniform magnetic field. When the force is minimum and maximum? Hence

obtain  SI Un it  o f .       OR State an expression for force acting on a current

carrying conductor in uniform magnetic field, hence show that SI unit of
magnetic induction is N/A m

7. The rectangular coil carrying current is kept in a plane of uniform magnetic
induction, obtain the relation between moment of force, current and
magnetic flux density.
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8. State an expression for mutual force acting per unit length on each two
long, straight parallel conductors carrying current. What is its nature when
currents are like currents? Hence define S.I. unit of current.

9. State i) Right hand thumb rule ii) Fleming’s left hand rule.
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MAGNETIC EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

CHAPTER — 12   S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. Obtain an expression for the force acting on a straight  conductor carrying
current in uniform magnetic induction, State the rule for direction of force.

2. The two long, straight,  parallel conductors carrying like currents are kept in
air. Obtain the relation between force per unit length acting on each
conductor & current.

3. Derive an expression for torque acting on a rectangular current loop in
uniform magnetic field.

4. The circular coil and straight conductor carrying same current are kept as
shown in figure.

 Show  that force per unit length acting on a straight conductor is on I2 a2 / 2 x3
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MAGNETIC EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

CHAPTER — 12              L.A. [5 Marks.]

1. Obtain an expression for force per unit length acting on a conductor, when
two infinitely long,  straight parallel conductors are carrying current. Hence
define ampere. What will be the nature of the force when currents are like
and unlike?

2. Obtain the relation between current, magnetic induction and distance of a
point along the axis of a circular coil carrying current. Hence obtain an
expression for magnetic induction at a) the centre of a coil  b) a point far
away from centre of a coil.

3. Obtain an expression for force acting on current carrying conductor in
uniform magnetic induction. Hence discuss when it will experience
maximum force and minimum force. State the rule which decides direction
of force?

4. The conductor of irregular shape is carrying current. State the rule for
magnetic flux density produced by small element of such conductor, point
near it. Hence obtain equation for magnetic induction in vector form. If
conductor is straight, state the relation between field strength and current.
State the rule which enables to decide the direction of field strength
produced by current carrying conductor.
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MAGNETISM

CHAPTER — 13   M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1. It a magnet of pole strength m is divided into four parts such that length and
width of each part is half that of the initial one, then the pole strength of
each part will be

A) m/4 B) m/2

C)  m/8 D) 4m

2. Two identical thin bar magnets each of length  and pole strength m are
placed at right angles to each other with north pole of one touching south
pole of the other. Magnetic moment of the system is

A) Ml B) 2ml

C)  ml D) ml

3. Earth’s magnetic field always has a horizontal component except at

A) equator B) magnetic poles

C) a latitude 600 D) an attitude of 600

4. If a magnet is hanged with its magnetic axis then it stops

A) in magnetic meridian  B) in geometric meridian

C) at angle of dip D) at angle of inclination

5. The angle between the magnetic meridian and geographic meridian is
called

A)  angle of dip B) angle of declination

C) magnetic moment D) magnetic induction

6. The materials suitable for making electromagnets should have

A) high retentivity and high coercivity.

B) low retentivity and low coercivity.
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C) high retentivity and low coercivity.

D) low retentivity and high coercivity.

7. The ratio of the magnetic field due to small bar magnet in end on position to
broad side on position is (at equal distance from centre of magnet)

A) 1/4 B) 1/2

C) 1  D) 2

8. Torques 1  and 2 are required for magnetic needle to remain perpendicular to
the magnetic fields B1 and B2 at two different places. The ratio B1/ B2 is

A) B)

C) D)

9. If the angle of dip at two places is 300 and 450 respectively, then the ratio of
horizontal components of earth’s magnetic field at the two places will be

A)  : B) 1 :

C) 1 : D) 1 : 2

10. A bar magnet of length 3 cm has points A and B along its axis at distances
24 cm and 48 cm from the centre of magnet on the opposite sides. Ratio of
magnetic fields at these points (BB / BA) will be

A) 1/8 B) 

C) 3 D) 4

2         1

1                2

1  + 2             1  - 2

1  - 2 1  + 2
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MAGNETISM

CHAPTER — 13  V. S.A. [1 Mark]

1. Why  every substance does not show magnetic property?

2. Assuming an expression for torque acting on a magnet in a uniform
magnetic field, define magnetic moment.

3. State the rule which decides direction of magnetic moment of current
carrying coil.

4. What is the angle between the directions of magnetic induction at any axial
point and equatorial point due to magnetic dipole?

5. A bar magnet has magnetic moment M. Bar magnet is divided in to n equal
parts. Will each part be a magnetic dipole? What will be the magnetic
moment of each part?

6. On the earth’s surface where is the value of angle of dip maximum and
minimum?

7. The angle of dip at two places located on the earth is 00 and 900 respectively.
Where are the places located ?

8. What is the source of magnetism?

9. What is the sure test to observe magnetic property?

10. A bar magnet is cut into two equal pieces, transverse to its length. What
happens to its pole strength and dipole moment?

11. Why two magnetic lines of force cannot cross each other.?

12.  At which place on the surface of earth, a freely suspended magnet will
stand i) vertical and ii) horizontal?
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MAGNETISM

CHAPTER — 13   S.A.I. [2 Marks.]

1. What is the relation between torque, current and magnetic induction when
current carrying coil is suspended in uniform magnetic induction which
makes an angleθ? Hence define magnetic moment of a current carrying
coil.

2. Write an expression for torque acting on a current carrying coil kept in
uniform magnetic induction, hence obtain S.I. unit of pole strength.

3. The current carrying coil behaves as a magnetic dipole, explain.
4. Obtain the relation between moment of a force and magnetic moment in

vector form, when magnet is kept in external uniform magnetic induction.
5. Two identical thin bar magnets each of magnetic lenth ‘ ’ and pole strength

‘m’ are placed at right angles to each other with north pole of one touching
south pole of the other. Then prove that magnetic moment of the system =

 ml.
6. Write equations for magnetic flux density due to a bar magnet at an axial

point and at an equatorial point. What is the relation between them when
points are equidistance?

7. Explain the terms i) magnetic declination ii) angle of dip.
8. A magnet is held vertically along its length at the equator and then released.

Will it strike the ground head on or fall flat on the ground?
9. A magnetised needle in a uniform field experiences a torque but no net

force. However an iron nail near a bar magnet experiences a force of
attraction in addition to a torque. Why?
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MAGNETISM

CHAPTER — 13   S.A.II. [3 Marks]

1. Obtain the relation between magnetic induction at an axial point and
magnetic moment of a magnet.

2. Derive the relation between magnetic induction at an equatorial point and
magnetic moment of the bar magnet.

3. Derive an expression for the torque acting on a magnet placed in a uniform
magnetic induction. Hence define magnetic moment of a  magnet.

4. Explain the three magnetic elements of earth’s magnetic field at a place.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

CHAPTER — 14   M.C.Q. [1 Mark]

1. The electromagnetic waves having the shortest wavelength are

A) X rays B) γ rays

C) infrared rays D) micro waves.

2. The part of the spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation used to cook food
is

A) ultraviolet rays B) comic rays

C) X - rays D) microwaves

3. For a medium with permittivity ε and permeability , the velocity of light is
given by

A)  B) 

C) D) 

4. In a free space, electron is placed in the path of a plane electromagnetic
wave, it will start moving along

A) electric vector B) magnetic vector

C) propagation of wave D) circular path

5. Which of the following has the maximum wavelength?

A) X rays B) IR rays

C) UV rays D) radiowaves.

6. The range of wavelength of the visible light is

A) 10 A to 100 A B) 4000 A to 8,000 A

C) 8,000 A to 10,000 A D) 10,000 A to 15,000 A

7. Ozone is found in

A) stratosphere B) ionosphere

C) mesosphere D) troposphere

8. The SI unit of expression  ο  ο  is

o                             o                                                                                                                                                o                                     o

o                                        o                                                                                                                                o                                       o
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A) m/s B) m2/s2

C) s2/m2 D) s/m
9. The structure of solids is investigated by using

A) cosmic rays B) X-rays

C)  - rays D) infrared rays.
10. Which of the following is not electromagnetic wave?

A) cosmic rays B) gamma rays

C)  β - rays D) X- rays
11. In electromagnetic wave the phase difference between electric and

magnetic field vectors E and B is
A) zero B) /2

C) π D) /4
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

CHAPTER — 14   V. S.A.  [1 Mark]

1. What is the effect of an oscillating electric charge in surrounding space?
2. What is the origin of electromagnetic waves?
3. What is the nature of electromagnetic waves?
4. What is the relation between velocity of electromagnetic wave, permittivity of

medium and permeability of medium?
5. What is the nature of light on the basis of Maxwell's theory? Why?
6. What is the nature of infrared rays? Where these rays are affected by external

electric and magnetic field?
7. Which electromagnetic waves are more diffracted by an obstacle of larger size?
8. Why the γ rays show high penetrating property? (gamama)
9. Which rays are used in burglar alarms? Why?
10. What is thermogram ?
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES.

CHAPTER — 14      S.A.I. [2 Marks]

1. With the help of diagram, explain the nature of electromagnetic waves.

2. State any four properties of  - rays.

3. State any four properties of ultraviolet rays.

4. State any four uses of x-rays.

5. State any four uses of microwaves.

6. What is ozone layer ? What an important purpose does it serve?

7. Which layer of earth’s atmosphere plays important role in radio and
telecommunication? Explain propagation of waves from this layer.

8. What is geostationary satellite? How it is used in communication system?


